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SUMMARY OF INFORMATION

SUMMARY

RELATING TO

By PHILIP Dom.LY

Arailable information on gust structure, airplane reactions,
and pertinent operating statistics has been examined. This
report aitempts to coordinate this injormdon uith reference
to the prediction ofgwt loads on airplanes. The material
coceredrepresents researchup to October1947.

1NTRODUCTION

The fact that alI airplanes fly in rough air at some time
poses a number of problems reIative to safe fl&jht. One of
the most important of these. problems is that of designing
the airpkme structure to withstand the loads imposed b-y
gusts. The three principal phases of the gust-Ioad problem
are: (1) the determimt ion of the gust structure (that is,
the size, shape, intensity, and frequency of occurrence),
(2) the reaction of any airpIane to gusts of known structure,
and (3) the determination of the operating statistics.

h70 order of importance can be given to the three phases
of the problem since the final loads are a function of the gust-,
the airpkme, and how the airplane is flown. The character-
istics of gusts, where they Occurz and the variation in their
characteristics are of fundamentsd importance because the
gust is the source of the problem. Analytical and experi-
mental work on -what happens to an airplane when it strikes
a known gust is of importance since a kno w~edge of airplane
react ions permits the Ioad cahxdation for any airplane.
FinaIIy, operating statistics are of importance in setting
the level of loadi~ff for operating airplanes since they define
the gusts encountered under actual operating conditions
and the speeda at which the gusts are encountered.

Although research on gust Ioads has been carried on for
many years and many of the results have been incorporated
in design miles (reference 1), these results have either been
issued piecemeal or not published at all. Under these
conditions, a compilation of available information within
a logical framework is needed and, for this purpose, the
present report has been prepared. The scope incIudes all
NTACAmaterial available up to about October 1947 arranged
according to the three principal phases previondy mentioned.

Because airpIanes are used to obtain gust data Wd the
various phases of research are interdependent, the first
section of the report is a presentation and discussion of the
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basic equationa of the reactions of an airdane as used in
gust-Ioad cslcuhttions. This fist section” is followed by
sections covering gust characteristics, airplane reactiomQ2
and operating statistics and by a short conchding section on
the coordination of information and the calculation of
applied Ioads. The materiaI contained in this report is
based maidy on past work of the NACA, much of which
has been accomphshed through the cooperation of tbe
agencies and airlines Iisted in the appendix.

SYMBOLS

aspect ratio (bz/tS’)
arbitrary constant
wing span, feet
arbitrary constant
mean wing chord, feeti
mean aerodynamic chord, feet
Iift coefikient
variation of M coefficient when penetrating a

sharp-edge gust, expressed as a fraction of
final lift (Nissner’s function, reference 2)

variation of Iift coefficient following a sudden
change in angIe of attack, expressed as a
function of find lift (Wagner’s function,
reference 2)

pitching-moment coefficient about center of
gravity

()
differential operator $t

static margin
frequency of occurrence
wing frequency, cycIes per eiecond
acceleration due to gravity, feet per second per

second
gust-gradient distance (distance in -which the

verticaI velocity of a gust rises Iinearly from
zero to its maximum due), feet or chords

gust aIIetiation factor
Iift, pounds
distance from trailing edge of wing to leading

edge of tail, chords
Mach number
normaI acceleration, g units
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acceleration increment due to a gust, g units
(n– 1 for most cases)

acceleration increment, g units

(
de.

)pisuv ~
computed according to formula. ~ JJ’

acceleration increment on rigid airplane, g units
probability

()
dynamic pressure, pounds persquarefoot ~p V’

wing mea, squmw feet
distance airplane has penetrated gust at thtie t,

chords
time from start of gusL penetration, seconds

(zS/v)
gust velocity at peak of gust, feet per second
eflective gust velocity, feeh per second

(

computed from recorded acceleration incre-
.

vertical gust velocity at any point, feet per
second

true airspeed, feet per second
equivalent airspeed, feet per second
probable speed, @es per.hour .. . .
design level-fligh~ speed, rnjles per hour
m~ximum indicated airspeed, miles per hour
pIacard do-not-exceed speed, miles per hour
airspeed at maximum acceleration increment,

miles per hour
weight of airplane, pounds
vertical displacement of airplane, feet
angular acceleration in roll~ radians per second

per second
angular acceleration in pitch, radians per second

per second
downwash factor
angle of attack, degrees
angle of gust to direction of flight of afi]ane,

degrees
incremental value
absolute displacement of equivalent fuselage,

feet
absolute displacement of equivalent wing, feet
deflection of equivalent wing under conditions

corresponding to normal static design pro-
cedure, feet

maximum value of &— df, feet
pitch angle, degrees

A

l%

P“i”

Pil

%bsc.ripts:
av

P

o.

Cg

w

1

max

gust spacing (distance between gust. pinks),
chords

mass parameter (PCis twice the rdativc dL’IU3itr~

(reference 24) divided by tho Iift-curvo S1OPC)

density of air, slugs& cubic foot.
density of air at. sca leveI, slu~ pm cubic foo~

average
probable; denotes the most

quantity as determined
data

probable Vnluc of a
from exporimmhil

denotes vaIue computed from local measure-
ments

center of gravity
wing
for extended cqua.tions denotes point at which

solution applim
maximum

Subscripts used with An:
o
m

e
fl ““-”

e
w
s,
T
Examples:
Anaw

An~a ,

acceleration increment duc to a gust
acceleration incrcmcnt. due to vcrtictd motion of

airplane
acceleration inrremcntn due to pitch of a irplanc
acceleration increment clue to angular velocity

of airplane
acceleration increment. due to do wnwash
acceleration increment. on wing
acceleration increment on st til.)ilizing surface
total acceleration incmncnt

accekrat.ion iIicrcmcnL on wing duo to gust

total acceleration increment due to hiil

BACKGROUND AND BASIC EQUATIONS OF
“ GUST-LOADS RESEARCH

In the earliest st~ges of res~ar~h on gust loads, an imme-
diate pract.icd answer to the question of appropriafc design
loads was needed. The proMcm was appromhcd by re-
course to the obvious and necessmy cxpcdiru L of measuring
the accelerations under actual opmat.ing conditions so Mt.
some data could be made av=ailablc to dcsignms pendhlg a
more complete understanding of gust-lend phenomcm.

Accelerometers were used in this work although it was
evident that accelerations measured on one typo of a irph~nc
would n.cd be applicable to other types, or even to the same
type operated at a diflerent speed. Tlm main effects of air-
plane characteristics and airspeed were Lnken into considera-
tion in overcoming this difficulty by utilizing a fern-nda based
on the rno:t elementary concepts of the nature and action of
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gusts. This formula, called the “sharp-edge-gust form@,”
was applied in such a way that the accelerometer data were
reduced to ‘{effective” gust velocities, the term effective
being empIoyed to indirate the fictitious nature of these gust
velocities.

Since that time, se~eral advances have beeu made so that.
at present three concepts of evaluating airplane reactions are
being utilized: (1) the very simpIe sharp-edge-gust formula,
(2) extended equations taking into accounk the gust shape and
additional airplane characteristics, and, finally, (3) the
sharp-edge-gust forrmda mocli6ed by an alleviat iou factor.
These relations and concepts are presented subsequently and
form the basis of NiWA research on gust Ioads.

SHARP-EDGE-GUST FORMULA

The simple sharp-edge-gust formula mas derived on the
basis of numerous simplify@ assumptions which incIude
the foIIowing:

1. The gust. is sharp-edged in the direction of flight and
represents an inat ant aneous change in wind direction or
speed.

2. The gust velocity ia uniform across the span of the air-
plane at any instant of time or position of the airpkme in
space.

3. The gust direction ia normaI to {he IateraI axis of the
airpIane.

4. The airpIane is in steady Ievel flight prior to entry into
the gust, and the airplane flight path, attitude, and qo~d
speed are not affected by the action of the ~-t on the air-
plane. (This assumption might be visualized by imagining
the airplane to be driven aIong a fixed track through the
gust. so that the airpIane has no resulting motions due to
the action of the gust.)

5. The primary effect of encountering a gust ia to charge
the lift on the airplane.

6. The lift-increment of the horizontal t ail due to the action
of the gust is negligible as compared with the wing Iift
increment. -

7. The Iift coefficient of a wing is a unique function of
a%ale of attack and is independent of time.

For the assumptions noted, the expression for Iift or Ioad
factor for a gust of any angle is

The term in brackets represents the effect of the increased
resultant speed and the term in parentheses, the Iift. h steady
Ievel fight plus the Iift increment due to the change in angIe of

attack. If the particular gust angIes of 90°, 0°, anc[ 180° are
considered, then, for j3= 90°, the expression reducei to

and, for p= 0° and 180°,

2P+=l+An=l*~

The so-ctdIed sharp-edge-gust formula is the equation for ___
@=900 for sedevel density and is generally written

dc=
pQU. y, ~

An= .
2+

.- —

The effect of gust clirection on the acceleration increment. is
shown in figure 1 for airplanes with wing loadingg from 15 to
60 pounds per square foot flying at 200 roles per hour through ‘-
a gust. having a velocity of 15 feet per second. The ratio of
the acceleration increment for given vah~es of W* loadi~ to -
the masimum vaIue for each wing Ioading is plotted against
the gust angIe 19. F~we 1 indicates, as do references 2 and
3, that the acceleration is a masimum for angIes close to -
90°; figure 1 also indicates that the vertical or near-vertical
gust is 4 to 15 times as effective in producirg acceleration as
the hmizont al gust. Therefore, in reducing acceleration ““
data, the assumption is usually macle that the significant
accelerations caused by gusts result from vertical gusts;
that is, 13=90°.

The sharp-edge-gust formula, sometimes used with a cor-
rection factor, requires fairly ri@d definition of the quantities.
to be substituted. The equation is used for general research
studies, where masses of acceleration data are to be reduced
and compared for evaluation of past airpIane gust-load experie-
nce, and for the prediction of Ioad experience. For research
studies, the actwd weight of the airplane is used to determine
the wing loacli~~ since the data from dfierent sources are to
be compared. For loacl-evaluation studies of operating con-
ditions, the gross -weight is usec\ because ik yields conserva-
tive values of the effecti~e gust veIocity. In all cases the
accderation increment is defined as the acceleration minus
one. The other quantities have been standardized as the
result of instrumental limitations so that sea-level density is
used with indicated airspeed (assumed to be equal to
I“J and gross wing area. The slope of the Iifh curve is - ._
generaI1y obtained from the formula

For preliminary evahation of acceleration data, somet~mes a
L&-curve sIope must be assumed since the wing configuration
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FIGUREl.—Yatlatfon of normal accelerationwith sngIe of gust for four wduesof wing loading. V=XO miles per hour; U-15 feet per swcmd.

is not known. In these cases a value of 4.5 per radian has
usually been seIected.

In the case where Ioads are. to be c~culated by utilizing
effective gust velocities in the sharp-edge-gust. formula, the
quantities used must be consistent with those described.
If diffcrenb procedures are followed, the answers obtained
obviously are incorrect in proportion to the deviation. The
simple formula with its simplifying assumptions Iimita the
operations that can be performed on de@red dgta. .. -_

EXTENDED GUST EQUATIONS

The restrictive assumptions of the sharp-edge-gust for-
mula. caused littIe concern until it was to he used for design
calculations of gliders and airphmes whose wing loading and
other characteristics differed widely from those of the ~ir-
phmes that were initially used to establish the effective
design gust velocities. The assumptions of infinite, gust
gradient, steady IiIt, and no vertical motion had to. be
eIiminatwl in the derivation of the equations for airplane
respcmse to u gust. The ba.eis for the final solutions was the
wdi of Ki.issner reported in referent= 2, which resulted in
the at~alyticaI study presented in reference 4.

0

For the application of Kiissi}er’s work LOthe probhm of
gust loads, the assumptions. already citml in k derivation
of the sharp-edge-gust formula have hem continued with
the following exceptions: (1) the gust wkwil.y has been
assumed to be uniform across tie span of dw airplane M
any instant and to incrmsc Iinmrly with clistanm in [1](c
direction of flight. until the maximum gust. velocity LTis
attained; (2) “the airplane can rise but does uo~ pi[ch um.h
the action of the gusL and is in stead.y lmwl fIighL; (3) [he
unsteady-Iift funotions of Kiissner and JVagncr (rcfmcncc
z), whkh were derived for the t\vo-c!ilr~~!l~iol~IiIwing, arc
assumed to be made applicable LO Lhe finite wing by sub-
stitutin~- the slope of the lift. curve for the finitc wing in

place of. the slope of .tll~ lift curve for t.h~ infit~tc-aspect-
ratio or two-dinleusionaI wing; and (4) ~xccpt. for thc slmtcr
guat~adjent distances? thg acceleration peal< }J”asmsulncd
to coincide “in space with tile position of the point of fiIsL
attainment. of maximum gust velocity.

The symbols used in the equation for tbc gradienL gusL
are .sho\vn in figure !2, an d the unst.cady-Iift functions used
are sho}Yn in figure 3 (taken from reference 5). ~L.is in-
dicated that, while a sudden angle-of-attack change, such
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as is obtained by rotating or pitching a -ring, -yields one
variation of Iift CL., the gradual immersion of the -wing into

a gust yields a different. curve C4.

The ec~uation of vertical motion ca~ be written as

:(%)l=l’?$’’~f’-”%”-

J

d’z dt●fl ~S~72dd: ~~=(tl—t).= ~

o 2

where the first integmd is the force due to the gust and the
second integral results from the vertical motion of the air-
pIane. Since the unsteady-Iift functions CL= and C&

depend on chord lengths from the start of a disturbance, the
equation is generalIy

.
traveled s=} t rather

The equation becomes

transformed so that the distance

than t is the independent miriable.

()from which the acceleration ratio & , is seen to be a

function of the rate of dev-elopm-ent of tr~nsient. lift., the mass
pannnet er, and the shape of the acceleration curve.

The preceding equation has been solved by Fredholm’s
method (reference 6) and the sol~ltiom~ obtained are of the
form

:An
()z,. -

=C– 2B
2p#+H

where C and B are constants representing soIution of the
integraIs in the equation and -whose values depend only on
the distance penetrated into the gust. Figure 4 gives the
soh~tion for a range of gradient distance and mass parameter.
%uce the unsteady-lift functions CLCand ~==given in figure 3

were appros-timated for distances abo-re about 8 chords, the
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curves for the larger gradient distances in figure 4 are also
approidmate. The dash Iine in the figure represents a rough ~
limit of applicability of the gradient-gust solution obtained
by this method. Above the dash Iine, the soIutions for
finite gradients are not -dicl, and the curve for 1?= O is to be
used. The dash Iine was determined on the assumption
that no gradient gust. has a peak acceleration occurring earIier
than a gust with zero gradient distance.

Figure 4, together with the sharp-edge-gust fonimla, can
be used to e-rahlate flight. records to obtain the “true” gust
intensity. The gradient. distance H= l-h and airpIane mass -
parameter ~. permit. the determination of the acceleration
ratio frdm figure 4. The substitution of pertinent -dues in
the sharp-eclge-gust formula -@eIds an effective gust veIocity
which, when divided by the acceleration ratio, gives the true
gust velocity. In this case, true airspeed “and the actual air
density are to be used in the sharp-edge-gust equation.

In the e-rahlation of time-history dat a of airspeed, altitude,
and acceleration to obtain gust-gradient distance and true
gust intensity, the foIlowing methods ha-m been used: The
acceleration increment. is taken as the acceleration increment
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at. the peak minus the steady value prior to the start of the
gust. In the determination of the gradient dist ante, the
time from zero to peak acceleration and the true airspeed are
used, In expressing thcgradient distance in chords, the mean
geometric chord is generally used.

GUST ALLEV1ATIONFACTOR

Much of the data obtained from commercial operations
with the NACA V-G recorder and some gust data from
special investigations are not amendable to analysis b-y the
extended equations of the previous section because of
limited information or insufficiently defined acceleration
peuks, and so means to n.ccount for the main effects of
alleviations had to be established. Since, for much of the
work, the le~~elof gust inteneity has been set by the airline
data and special investigations, the results of Lhe extended
equations have been used mainly to adjust measurements of
effective gust velocity for the effects of unsteady lift. and
vertiwd motion. The gust tdleviat ion or correction factors
so obtained were consequently based on a knowle~oe of the
average gust charact@stics__a@ the response of the con-
ventional airplanes on which cons~derable data had been
accumulated.

The gust alleviation factor is defined as the relative re-
sponse of two airplanes encountering the same gust with the
gradient distance defined in chords. Ifs representative gust
size is determined and a particular airplane selected as being
represen tat ive of tho airplanes used for gust rneasure~en ts,
then the efIcctive gust velocities are related by the accelera.-
t.ion ratios. Thus, if all gust measurements were made on
airplane 1 and the size of the average gust ~ycweknown, then
effective gust velocities from the accelerations experienced
by airplane 2 are related to those for airplane 1 by the
expression

TT 71-

&=(g),-”d:
Thp effective gust vdocity repres.ent.ing the conditions is U,l
or, if measured with airplane 2, is

The ratio of acceleration ratios is the gust aIh3viat.ion factor
and may be determined .by calculation or by experiment.

For Iond calculations, a specific alleviation factor K was
derived aud is shown in figure 5, a.s reproduced from reference
1. The factor K is calculated with the Boeing B-247 air-
plane as a reference and the assumptions ~i’ere made that
wing loading is proportional to mass parameter and that the
effect of pitch on the gust Ioad increment is the same for all
airplanes. The curve is calculated as the acceleration ratio
for any airplane ~~,,the acceleration ratio for the Boeing

.
B-247 airplane

( )
-!&= 16, C.= 11 when both airplanes

traverse a gust with a gradient distance of 10 chords. The
resulting curve is based on the assumption t~~at au. airpIanes

arc similar to the .Boeing B–247 airplnnc hut htivc cliffcrent
wing loadings.

THE STRUCTURE OF ATMOSPHERIC GUSTS

The determination of the chttmcteristics of at.mospllwir
gusts pertinent to the airplane, their variations, and their
frequency of occurrence in the atmosphere is of fundamcntul
importance. Considerable research has been unclcvt nlwn,
therefore, to cover various aspects of the gust-et ruct ure
problem. The research performed inclucles flight. tests iu
the neighborhood of Ltmgley Air Force Base over a prriml
of about 10 years and special investigations made in con-
junction with conmwrciai airlines, the military services, and
the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

METHODS OF GUST-STRUCTUR1: MEASUREMENTS

The general method followed in [IN’ invcstigtition of gust
structure has hem to fly airplanes in rough air im.i to CIWIWM
the gust characteristics from the r~actions of th~ uirplnnr,
Whenever possible, the airplane which wm the ]lrinmry
instrument., as inclicatrd in refcrenct! 7, htis been caIihratwl
by testing dynamically similar scaled nmd[~ls in the I,angloy
gust tunnel in order to obtain the ti.ctwd rdut ion between
acceleration and. gust Mmsit.y for various gusL sha pw.
kfost ~f’ the data on over-all gust struct. urch~w! b.ccu ob-
tained from records of acceleration and airepcwl as R funct icm
of time. These records have provided information on the
gust velocities, the gradient distance., and th[’ gust spacing.
IrI “the evaluation of the rccorcls, the pitching motion of the
airplane is negIectled except in those co.scs wlwru it ctm I.w
inc.ludecl through calibrations madr in the gyst tmnwl. .

In addition to meawnwment.s of oww-alI gust st rurt urc,sornc
measurements have been made of t.ho distribui ion of gIISJL
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wlocity along the airplane span by recording the airsp~ed
and the local wing pressures at. various stations along
the span. From thin-airfoil theory, the change in pressure
at. any Iocation on an airfoil divided by the dynamic pressure
g is a function of the angIe-of-attack change and that, in
turn, is equal to the effective gust -i-elocity divided by the
ec@valent airspeed of the airpkme. Ikcal values of true
gust velocity cannot be measured because the motions of

the airplane are somewhat. invol-md and cannot be taken
into ticcount..

‘J%e intensity of horizontal gusts has been obt.aked from
airspeed records on the assump tion that the absoIut e velocity

of the airpkme remains constant in spite of rapid changes in
wind speed which the airpIane may e.sperience. The appar-

.. . . -. .--—

.. ,r--.r. ,. .-—

XC-35

ent changes in airspeed are taken as the horizontal gUSt :
-reIocities when no t.associated with large normal accelerations.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

Fire airplanes having the characteristics shown in table I
and in figure 6 have been used to obtain gust-structure data.
As may be noted from figure 6, all airplanes except the
XBM-1 were monoplanes, and the F-61C airpkme had twin
tail booms instead of the usual fuselage. Table I shows that -
the weight of the airpIanes varied from about 700 pounds to
55,000 pounds and the wing mean chord varied from about
4 feet for the -Aeronca C–2 airpIa.ne to about 19 feeh for the
.SB-l 5 airplane. The “sea-level” mass parameters Of .!!e ___
various airplanes -raried from about 6 to 23. In the case of
the .&eronca C–2 and the .~ll–l airplanes, the response to
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known gusts had been obtained by tests i~ the Langley gust
tunnel (references 7 and 8, respectively).

For the Germination of the gust intensity, gradient dis-
tance, and gust spacing, all airplanes carried a standard set
of instruments consisting of:..

(1) Recording accderorneter located at the cent’er of
gravity

(2) Airspeed-sdtitude recorder
(3) Synchronizing timer

The instrument ranges were adjusted t,o suit the particuhw
airpknw. All instruments were equipped to give sufficient
record time and were operated at film speeds to give ade-
quate time resolution. A switch convenient to either the
pilot or the observer enabled the instruments to be turned
on or off at will

All airplanes cmried, in addition to the instruments men-
tioned, spcciaI instruments suited to the partimdar project.
The XB–1.5 airplane, for exampIe, was equipped with strain
gages on- wing beams, and optigraphs were provided to.
measure both wing and tail deflections. The XC-35 air-
plane carried four pressure recording units that were con-
nected to orifices located on the wing of the airplane (fig. 7)
to measure the differential pressure between the upper and
lower surfaces, Radiosonde data, as well as temperature
measurements, were also obtained during the tcste of the.
XC–35, XIW-1, Aeronca C–2, and F–61C airplanes.
Table II gives the scope of the flight tests. With the excep-
tion of the flight investigations with the XB–15 airplane,
all tests had objectives associated with research on gust
structure, and the flight tests were under the control. of..the
test engineer as to the performance and the type of flying
done. The stability of the. various airpIanes was adjusted
whenever possible so that the airplanes showed stick-fixed
stability.

RESULTS

The time histories of acceleration and airspeed obtained
during these ffigh! investigations were eyahmted to obtati.the
effective gust velocity, the. gradient distance, and the cor-
responding true veIocity. As noted previously, every ac-
celeration peak can be evaluated to obtain the effective gust
velocity corresponding to the acceleration increment as
measured from the 1 g datum, but only those acceleration
peaks thtit are precedecl by a smooth part of record can be..
evaIuated to obtain the gust-gradient distance and the true
gust velocity.

Gust intensity.—The available data on gust intensity, as
measured by the effective gust velocities, have been exam-
ined in some detail in reference 9, and the frequency distri-
butions given in figure 8 were derived therein. The results
given in figure 8 are based on early German work, IVACA
ffight tests, and T~–G records from &mmerciaI transpoit
operations. Curves A and B are the approximate Iimits of
Lhe frequency distributions of effective gust velocities for
over-alI operating conditions and show the probability
that a gust will exceed any selected value of intensity.

In addition, a more detailed investigation of limited scope
has been made (reference 10) of the XC-35 data to compare

the frequency clistributicms of effective gust velocity in
thunderstorms and line squalls for vtirious a.]1.itudr rrmgcs.
Table 111 s~ma.rizcs the data obttiinw.i to IL threshold of
4 feet per second for several ranges of altitudo from tho
surface to 35,oOO feet. Tible III also lists the record time
and the average spacing bctweon gusts for carl] mlLit.udu
range. , Figure 9 .sh_ow-s the prob~ibility- distrihulions of
effective gust. velocity for the several altitude rangw t lIaL.

are obtained by curves fitted to the dnt a of hiblc 1,].1. It~
this investigation, the data for altitudes below 5,000 f[!ct
-were not used because the conditions invcstigc,t cd rulj-
rcscnted ra.nclom record taking in both clear air nnd klouds
at the end of the flights.

From the tests performed with tho XC--.35 and the F- o IC
airplanes, the variation of oxpec.tw{ maximum effect ivc gus~
velocity with tiltituclo within convective cIouds htis l.mn
determined. These results are summarized in figure 10,
in which tle data for the -XC-35 airph~no correspond to 100
miles of rough-air flying, whereas those for tllc F-61 C air-
plane correspond to 1,000 mik.. The h~lter data were ob-
tained during the 1946 opemt.ions of t.hc LT. S. Wwdhrr
Bureau “thunderstorm project at. Orla.ndo, Fla,, aud arc
based on the maximum values of effective gust vclociLy for
each 3,000-foot interval; howi%r, the .XC--35 data u [iliz&i
a complete count. of all gusts.

Gust spacing.-Some information on gust sparing--that
is, the distance from peak to peak-has dso bcm obtuincd.
In reference 11, an analysis was made of the XC--35 dnt a LO
determine. the nvcragc spacing betwe.cn the hwgc gusLs (de-
fined as U, greater than 5 t.o 8. fps) in ama.s of continuous
rough air. Continuous rough air was defined m a scqumm
of large gusts in which the spacing between gusts was less
than 2.2 seconds. Table 11’, reprodumd from rcferencc- II,
summarizes some of the piwtinen Lcharact wist ics of Lhc Iargc
iaolatcd and repeated gusts, The table presents a cwmpm-
ison of the average and the range of intensities awl tho
average and range of spaciugs for isolai d single gusI.s and
sets of. two and thrco repeated gusts occurring with cqud
frequency.

More general information on gust spacing, cent aimxl in
reference 9, indic.at es that tho a.veragc spacing bctwcon guaLs
that were counted to an estimated thrcshohl of 0.3 foot per
second was a function of. the airphme mean geometric chord.
This count indicated an average spacing bct,wwm successive
peaks of 11 chords so. thaL tlho numbw of gusts per mile 0[
rough air is roughly equal to 500~. The dcfinit.ion of Lhc
munb~. if gusts pm mile of rough air led to the concept of
‘(path ratio” -which provides a measuro of tho percent. of
rough ~ir encountered under opcmt.ing conditions.

Gust-gradient distance, —Figuro 11 presents a typical plot
of measurements of gradient distance and gusL vclociLy.
Inspectkm of the figure indicates that tho scat [erwl pattern
of data is not amenable to detailed analysis and} for such
purposes, the data ou gust-gradient distance were sorted
according to the variable under con~idcrti tion. .k’igurcs
12(a), 12(b), and 12(c) present the data on [he nv~wgg
gust-gradient distance as a function of the gusL velocity
(width “of bracket, 4 fps). Figuro 12(a) is a summary of
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the clat a for alI airplanes tith H., eipressed as multiples
of the mean wing chord; figure 12(b) presents the same data
with i%, expressed in multiples of the airplane -wing span;
and figure 12(c), in feet. For comparison with other
figures ancl for subsequent use, a faired curve m-is drawn
through the data in figure 12(a) io agree best with the
data from the XC-35 airplane.

The results presented in figures l!2(a), 12(b), and 12(c) do
not include the complete data for every airplane since some
brackets, pa-rticuhwly below about 8 feet per second, are
not complete. The nmgnit ude of the acceleration increments
for -dues of U Iess than 8 feet per second was about the
stime order as the resolution of the accelerometer. For
the larger gusi velocities some “average” -dues were not
plotted since the number of points represented was less than
three.

In some cases, sufficient. data were available to obtain the
probable values of the gust-gradient distance. The prob-
abIe value was determined by fittu a theoretical fiequencY
clistribut ion to the data and determining the point with the
highest frequency. The results are plotted against tie
corresponding average gust-gradient dist ante IZ, in figure
13. Figure 13 includes two soIid lines: a 45” Line repre-
senting the equality of the quantities and a Line through the
clata offset by 2 chords.

Data for the gust-gradient distance for the XC–35 and
F–61C airplanes have been utilized to determine the vari-
ations of the average gradient dist ante expressed in chords as
a function of ahitude. (See fig. 14.) In the case of the
XC-35 airplane where no fixed altitudes -iyere ffovrn, ahitude
brackets ~ere seIectecl and the a~erage gradient distance
was plot ted a==inst. the center value for the pertinent bracket.
The F–61C’ airplane tests were made at fixed altitudes, and
the data have been plot ted at the approprint e altitucle Ie-rel.

Spamvise gust distribution .—Recorcls of Iocd wing pres-
sures and airspeecls obtained during the flight investigation
with the XC-–35 airplane (reference 12) -were e-dusted to
obtain thti local -ra-lues of effecti~e gust velocity at each of
four spamvise stations. The generaI method follo~ved was
to plot the data for each gust as a function of the spa.nwise
location and connect the points b-y straight lines. The
individual spanwise distributions were Iater identfied &ith
the corresponding values of the gust velocity T-l and the
effective gust velocity ZIt obtained from the other flight.
records.

Duta on the spamvise distribution were sorted according
to the shape of the distribution as indicated in figure 15.
Sk shapes ranging from the uniform or rectangular distribu-
tion.! to the double triangular distribution are show-n, and for
each shape is noted the total number of gusts classified in
tlmt category. Figure 15 also indicates possible variations
included under each heading.

The spa.nwise gust. distributions represented in figure 15
were, in turn, evaluated graphically to obtain values of the
lateral gust-gradient distance El. T~e resuhs are .&owm in
figure 16 where the average values of the gradient distance
in chords are given for a range of values of gust velocity.

The associated gust veIocity ~ -was obtained from the
s-ynchronized acceleration data, and the faired curve shown
in figure 16 corresponds to that. gi~en in figure 12 (a).

The significance of the values of ZT.obtained from pressure .
measurements as compared -with those determined from
acceleration measurements has been exmnined in reference
12. Figure 17, ‘reproduced from that reference, shows the
average value of the”local effective gust -relocity as a function
of the effective gust. ~elocit y for a given gust as d~termined
from acceleration records. The average value of CT,from- “--
the pressure measurements is the average value weigh;ed
according to the amount of ring area represented by the “‘- -
partictilar orifice or measuring station. AIso shomm in the
figure is the line for equality of the two measures of ~e ancl
the error band.

-

Since, in some cases, it is convenient to clivide the Iat-eral
gust distribution into symmetrical ancl unsymmetrical com-
ponents, the gust shapes listecl in figure 15 were classified
according to whether they were symmetrical or unsymmet-
rical and then represent ed as having a hear ~ariation of ._
gust velocity across the span of the airplane. The results ..
are shown in figure 1S. The inset in figure IS indicates the
type of variation ass~ed and the tn-o quantities obtained
from the evah~ation. The average gust veIocit.y ZT.=, and

the increment. in gust. velocity at each wing tip A_CT,~yere.
taken as the symmetrical and unsymmetrical components,
respectively. Many smaIl values have been omitted from
the figure.

h in the case of the gust-gradient distance, the d~!a !a~e
been further anaIyzed to fid an average uns~etrical gust
increment. F&re 19 has been prepared from the summary
of data for the different. gust shapes to show the a~erage
gust velocity for a gust of the unsymmetrical shape as a
function of the average gust velocity of a t rianguhm gust for __=
equal frequencies of occurrence.

In addition to the determination of spanw~e gust distribu- . .. . .=
tion from locaI pressure distributions, synchronized records
from accelerometers located at the center of gravity of the
airpIane and in the wing were e~aIuated to obtain the
angular acceleration in roI1, which is reIated to ~e span~ise.
gust. distribution. The re:ults of the evahmt ion of accelek-
ometer records for 17 flights are show-n in table ‘Y; w@iih
indicates the frequency of occurrence of given TalUW~ of .’_..
angular acceleration with the associated values of normal
acceleration increment.

longitudinal gusts.—Rapid airspeed fluctuations have
been used to evaluate the magnitude of longitudinal gu~~... .
Figure 20, prepared from an analysis of the XC–35 airplane

data, compares the ma-ximum values of the horizontal gust
velocities obtained from the rapid airspeecl fluctuations with
the maximum vertical gust velocities. Each point represents .
a separate traverse or run. The results of a detailed analysis
of airspeed and acceleration records in gusty air from the
XBYI-1 and Aeronca”C–2 airplane investigations are skown in -.
figure 21 and indicate, for both airplanes, the relation of the
horizontal gust velocities to tlie verticaI gust velocities for”-
equa~ frequencies of occurrence. .
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ACCURACYOF RESULTS

Consideration of instrumcnttd and reading errors in evaluat-
ing the data from the several airplanes, together with. a
knowledge of the problems involved in the reactions of an
airplane, indicates that Lhc possible errors in the deri-re.d
quantities that are of interesk are approximately as follows:
Gust velocity based on acceleration, l]ercex~t------------------ + 10
Gust velocity from pressure measurements, feet per second---- &4
Gust velocity from airspeed measurements, feet per second---- &10
Chw-gradient distance, chor~-----------: ------------- *1 to *2
Lateral gust-gradient distance, percent .-..:------------------- &20
Spacing, chords-----------. ---—---. -----------— ------- *l}f

‘1’he ac.cwwy of the gust-velocity measurements, whether
true gust velocity or effective gust velocity, from acceleration
records depends on the quality of the records obtained, the
avai]wbility of a gust-tunnel calibraticm of thg airplcme.l and
experience in reading ancl interpreting ~l~erecords.

The local gust velocities obtained from wing-pressure
measurements were tested for accuracy by comparing the
average value of the local gust velocities with the effective
gust velocity from acceleration data. The results indicate
that the. two quantities are equivalent but that tile data
scatter over a range of about 4 feet per secon’d.

The gradient distances determined from accelerometer
records are a function of both the time resolution and the
response characteristics of an airplane due to known gusts.
Exarilination. of gust-tunnel test results indicates. that, under
average conditions, the airplane response pIaces two limits on
the gust-gradient. distance. determined from acceleration
records. The first limit, for the shorter gradient distances, is”
specified by the lag in lift. The gradient distances. lying
above the dash line in figure. 4 are not generally recognizable
on an accehmomcter record. .Thus, this limit is from 2 chords
to about 4 chords for the average airplane. The second limit,
for the Ionger gradient. distances, arises from the fact that, M
the airplane penetrates ftirtlwr and farther into a long
gradient gust, the effect of the pitching and vertical motion
of the airplane, under the action of the gust, tends to counter-
act the contribution of lift due to each increment of gust as
it is encountered.

The lateral gust-gradient ~ist~nce & ~ rgor? zquesLionable.
quantity than the gust-gradient distance determined from
accelerometer records since no single concept as to shape hns
been obtained. The Iack of def,ailcd data and the erratic
chmacter of the gust distributions in a spanwise direction
(fig, 15) require a great, amonnt of judgment in arriving at
any numerical values. Comparison”of the tictual””vahms of
~he gust-gradient distance from accelerometer records and
the corresponcling values of the lateral distance from pressure
records indicates that the dn.ta are reasonable and in agree-
ment with the actual conditions. From the preceding
remarks it is obvious that the error-is significant imd the
value of 20 percent previously mentioned is only a. crude
estimate.

DISC!USS1ON

Gust intensity.—Because drily a small number of all the
acceleration peaks in rough air can be evaluated for true gust
velocities, the effective gust velocity has. been used as the
measure of intensity and frequency of atmospheric gusts.

Although the effective gust vdocit.y ~. is a flctit ious qunn-
tiLy, it bears a fixed relation to the gust veloei~y for a given
airplane and given conditions of air density, gust shap{’, nnd
gust size, The effective gust. velocity is gcnwall.v tilmut 50
percent to 70 percent of the gust vcIocity.

The .Iargest eflective gust velocity recorded to dats was
about 55 feet per second and corresponds to u gust. velocity of
100 feet per second for typical conditions. I?orhmatelyj gust.
velocities this large are noL frcqmmtly encountered. Thu
distributions of effective gust velocity in fqgurc 8 shuw thut
the Iimiting distributions for a -wide rnngc of airplane sizes
and weather conditions arc reasonably CIO.W. Rcfwvncc !3
concIudedj on the basis of these results, tbnt t IN distrilm[iotl
of gust int,~.nsities ~vas essent ia]l~ itldepen&nL Of airphtnr

size and source of turbuhmce. Flgurc 9, in cent rast, show
that the XC-35 data for differen~ dtitwlo brat.kcts rcsult in
distributions with slopes that wry and, when cbcckxi agnins~.
figure .8, differ from those curves. This discrepancy indi-
cates that the distributions of cflcctivc gust vcIocit.y may noL
be independent of the source of Lurl.mlcwce. AL this tinw
independency is a remonable assumption for gencrml USO.

Figures 9 and 10 show that, for altitudes above ‘3,000 feet,
the mwximum ggat intensity in rough air associated with con-
vect.ive clouds is eesent ially a constant. BC1OW9,000 fce[,
the XC-35 data””indica.t i“ a dccreasti- iri in[cnsi Li dwi in @l!
according to reference 10, to Lhe frwt that llw rccorcls vmrc
taken in cIear air and clouds. Consideration of figuro 10
indic.attis that lit tlc difference exist-s in k expcctcd maximum
gust velocities for all dt itude ranges.

Gust-gradient distance,—F@ro 1I and similar plot~ for
other airpIanes show that gllst-gra(licnt.-({ ist ancc dnt a arc of
a. random character. Comparisons of such plots indicaLc
that airplane size might be a significunL pt~rrimctcr, M in thc~
ctise of. boats where waves of small wave length thuL mc of
no congern to a large boat cause the smnll bout grcaL dlfll-
cuIty. In a similar manner, gusts that CRUSCa rougli ride
on a smaII airplane, such w the Acronm C--2, would bc
expected to be of such smgll..sjze M to huvc. little etl’cct. on a
large airplane, such as the XB-15.

Comparison of figures 12 (a), 12 (b), and 12 (c) indicahis
that the gradient-distance data show murh loss scat (M on the
basis of the mean wing chord than on tbc lmsis of span or fed.
The scat ter of points wheu the gust-gradienL dist anrc is
defined in cho@s is about 1)4 to I for a given value of W,
\vhereas for the gust-gradient clistancc plot ted in terms or
airplane span, the scatter is greater. The dnt a of tigurc
12(c) show that, when t.hc gust-gradient (1istanw is ex-
pressed in feet, the average wdues of the disLance vary from
40 feet, to 200 feet for a given gust intensity. Inasmuch m
the agreement for the different sets of dtit a is bcsL when the
gradient. distance is expressed in chords, tlw gust-gradient
distance appears to be roughly independent of the uirphtnc
-when expressed in wing mmm chords.

The adequacy of the &vernge value of the gust-gra(ficnt.
distance for the representation of gradi.ent-distance data
deserves sotie consideration. The rclat.ion botwcen thu avw-
age value and” the most &obabIc value shown in figure 13
indicates that the probable gradient dist unce is about 1
chord to 2 chords less than the average gradicnL distmcc.
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J?UWRF,7.—Lwation of oriEcesalong sDsnof XCi% airpfsne.

Since the offset appears to be constant, the use of the average
gust-gradient distance, -which is generally easier to determine,
is believed to be satisfactory for analysis.

.\s indicated in table II, a variety of weather conditions,
from line sqmdk to gustiness in the ground boundary Iayer
is inchlded in the present data. If the data of figure 12 (a)
are assumed to be comparable, regardless of airplane, the
type of weather appears to hsve no effect on the ~~st-
gradient distance.

Figure 14 indicates that. the a-i-erage gust-gradient distance
is independent of altitude in convective clouds. The data
scat t er somewhat. but the o-ier-all agreement appears to be
good.

GeneraI considerations would indicate that the &adient
dist ante might increase with gust velocity. previous study
and &u-e 12 (a) have indicated such a relation, although the
evidence is not- conclusive. When the fa.ired curves of
figl~es 1.2 (a) and 16 are considered, such a variation appeara
to be a reasonable estimate. The evidence avaiIabIe (fig.
12 (a) j is believed t o indicate that. for large gusts the average
gradient- dist ante is essentiality constant but decreases rapidly
at the smaller gust velocities.

#

. .

PIGmE S-Probabffity distribution dednfw lffits of gust distributions (from reference9]

Spanwise gust distribution.-The shapes of the lateral._
gust. distributions, as indicated by figure 15, take. -many.
irregular forms. From considerationof the frequency of occur-
rence, the triangular, double-triangle, a~~ unsymmet.ric~
gust shapes predominate. Inasmuch as the double triangIe
can Ieacl to wing bending moments aIong the span equal
to those due to a uniform grist dist ribut ion, whereas the
triangular gust shape would IeacI to reduced wing bencling
moments, the “sejection for design of a. uniform gust velocity....-,.-
across the span for the spnmet ricaI load condition is con-
servative. The relative percentages of the symmetrical
(triangIe, and so forth) and unsymmetrical gust shapes
i.rdcate that the nnsymmet rimd gust varying uniforndy
across the span appears quite frequently.

Comparison of the data for the average lateral gust-
gradient distance as afwnction of gust velocity U (~g. .16)
with corresponding resuIts for longitudinal gust-gradienfi +

.-
-—.

.
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distances (fig. 12 (a)) indicates that. the gradient distances
are essentially the same in both directions. This agreement
is indicated by the fact that the same empirical curve fits
both sets of data and the results show the same trend of
increasing gust-gr%dient distance wi~h increasing gust
velocity. Betiause data from only one airphmo have been
presented and the precision of measurement of lateral values
is poor, as previously cited, the excellent agreement between
figures 16 and 12 (a) is to some “degree fictitious, the degree
being unknown, Within the limitations of results the lateral
and longitudinal gust dimensions are concluded to. be essen-
tially the same.

Inspection of figure 18, relating the unsymmetrical com-
ponents of the effwct.ivc gust velocity to the average uniform
gust velocity across the span, incIicatis that no clear relations
between the unsymmctric.a] components and the average
gust velocity ex&Asbut that two boundaries appear t.o exist.
A fairly definite boundary rising from the lower left-hand
corner of the figure and corresponding to equali Ly of the
unsymmetrical component of gust velocity and the average
gust velociky is indicated. AS higher values of the average
gust velocity are considered, the results scatter conaiderabIy,
but an upper boundary is found at from 9 to 10 feet per
second. The boundary holds for gust velocities up to 40 to
48 feet per second. On the basis of this upper limit, the
unsymmetrical component of gust velocity above 10 feet per
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second can be considered rare, Therefore, the unsynlmctri-
eal gust can be considered to bo composed of Lwo coln-
ponente: an unsymmetrical component ammm! ing to a
maximum of about 10 fed per second wiLh opposite signs
imposed at each wing tip and a ]inem grad irnt ucross the
span, and an average uniform gust vc]ocit,y of any pc’rthwnL
value.

A question of some importxnm is the determination of the
magnitude of the unsymmct rical componcnta for otlwr nir-
craft of ~ntire]y different spaJls. .For cxfwnple,if thv span
of the airplane were doubled, would tho unsymmetrical com-
ponent amount to Lwice the value o?daim’d from th[’ daht
shown herein? In orcler to obtain information on this ques-
tion, the maximum value of the unsymmrtricnl gust, com-
ponents computed in rcferencc 13 from angulnr-acceIt’rnt.ioll
data was compared with the values obtmincd lwrcin. It was
found that for the XB-15 aifplane, which has n spnn of abouk
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150 feet, the unayrmnetricd components of gust velocity at
the wing tlp would be about. 13.7 feet per second. This value
is slightly greater than indicated by figure 18 but is not-, by
any means, proportional to the span of the airplane. Similar
data of a statistical nature obtained for the XC–35 airplane
(tabIe Tp indicate that the maximum value of the anguIar
acceleration on that airplane -raried from about 1.95 to about
2.25 radians per second per second. Computations utilizing
the formula given in reference 13 yield a maximum gust-
velocity component of about 12%feet per second. This vrtlue
is in fair agreement with the one o~ tained for. the XB-15
airplane and bdicates that. the tip values are independent
of span. Site the -dues based on angular acceleration
are somewhat, more conservat i-re than those based on tig
pressures, more reliance should be placed on these vaIues.

When the information on um.ymmetricd gusts ia utilized,
the average effective gust velocity that should be used in
conjunction with the ma.simurn unsymmetrical component
of 14 feet per second must be determined. The data of
figure 19 indicate that., for an effective. gust velocity in the
neighborhood of 30 feet per second, the average ~~st velocity
for the unsymmetrical gust would be about 22 feet per
second.
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Faired curve correspondsto that in figure 12(a).

Gust spacing.-1nspection of table IV indicates that the
spacing of repeated gusts for two or three gusts in sequence
is stout 22 chorcls with a spread in act.ud -dues of some
20 chords for all sequences. The spacing is approximately
twice the average gust-gradient dist ante of 10 to 14 chords. ~
These clat a indicate that the gust. shape in the direct i& of
flight is either trianguhw or sinusoidal in character as co~-
trastecl to the “flat top” gust. assumed in past years.

From time to time, comparisons are made of the_ gush
spacrng in reference 11 of 22 chords ~th the gust spa~~g
that was derived from statistical gust data in reference 9 of .
11 chords. The discrepancy between the two figures
arises from the fact that the cla,ta on gust spacing presented
in reference 11 mere obtainecl for the larger gusts and repre-
sent data on gust intensities ranging from 5 feet per second-
up to the ma.timum mdue recorded; whereas the gust spacing
listed in reference 9 is based on the average spacing of ~
gusts from a gust -reIocity of 0.3 foot per second to the ma..xi-
mum value experienced by any of the airplanes considered..

The sequences of gusts fcuncl in reference 11 were such
that. in about two-thirds of the cases of sets of two the, gusts

..—

FIGUEE Ii.–Comparison of theeffective gmt velocity obtained from accelerationrecordswfththearerage effeetire gustveIo&y alongthe span of the XX?S afrplmre.
(Data eho.= at random from 25wrcent of the totfd nnmber of Sights given in referenee 1!2.) —
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FIGUItE 10.—Compari?,onof the gust intensity at .eq~alfiequencie~of Owurrenmfor the t$vo

predominating gust shaws.

were of opposite sign, whereas the remaining sets of two were
composed of gusts of like sign. The Iarger gust intensity

couId be found a.t any point in the sequence under con-
sideration,

““Longitudinal gusts. -– Inspection of the data for the nlaxi-
mum values of the horizontrd and -wwtical gust vulocitim
in the same t.ravcrse (fig. 20) indicates cqufili ty of lhc gust

intensities in the two directions. Figure 21 for Llw XIl\f --1
and Aeronca C-2 airplanes gives essentially the sanw
indication but. the agreement is not exact and the dis-
crepancy betwee~] the wdues of the gusL vrlocitics is an
oflkei of roughly 1 foot per second, The data oblaincd
from th~ Aeronca C–2 airplane show the htrgm discrcl}anry.
Some. of this discrepancy may ‘UCdue LOtho fact thnt the
amount of horizontal-gust data was Imgm thtln the umoun t
of vertic.ul-gust data for the Amonca C-2 airplane and
snlaler. than the tunount for the .XBJI–.L a,irplanu.

‘Since. the maximum gust inhmsity ill the horizon Ml
direction is cqmd to the vcrticid gus~ “il~twwity for the wnc
region of turbul~nc.e and since a prclimimwy in wstigut ion
of frequency distributions indicatw that. h freq uwcy
distributions are essentially t.hc snm(’, the. atmosplwric
turbulence seems to be isotropic, Ihwious indicat.icms as
to structure of vertical gusts-that is, gusL spucing, gusl -
gradient clisticmge.,and lntmal distributions of gust v&wiLy-
WOUMbe assumed to apply to horizontal gusts.

.
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Muximurrrhorizontalgust ve!oci+y,fps

FIGCRE ZQ.-Comparisori of the maximum vertical gust velocity with the marfirmm hori-
zontal gwt velocity for separatetraverws in rough air. Daf a for XC-35 airpkme.

The preceding results indicate equaI gradient distances
for the Iongit.udimd and lateral faces of the gust -reIocity
distribution, and this equality suggests that the gust is symm-
etrical about a verticril axis. In keeping -with this concepi,
the findings suggest that the d@ibution might be visua-liied
as a four-sided pyramid with a base length of 20 to 28
chorcls. While such a velocity distribution may represent
the average gust, because of the wide variations in shape,
a wedge-shaped velocity distribution such that the velocity
distribution along the span is uniform and the longitudinal
shape is either trimguIar or sinusoidal is recommended for
load cahdations.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although much of the information on gust. structure can
be rationalized to obtain a “standard” gust,, this material
should be used with caution for unccmvent ional types of air-
craft. The gust structure of interest is, of course, dependent
to some degree on the airplane characteristics. Many other
sizes of gusts e.sist- and those that affect the airplane may be
only a smali part of the random variations that exist. in the
atmosphere.

.Available information on the structure of atmospheric gusts
has shown that, when the gust. size and the gust-gradient
dist ante are expressed in mean wing chords, the gust size
is independent of airplane, weather, topography, and alti-
tude. The probable size of the gust is 20 chords, and the
probable gust-gradient. distance for the statickmd ~ast. is about
10 chords. A wedge-shaped gust with the gust velocity

a
O.O

823 . ..__

u-
= XBM-1

o Ae~onco C-2

I
)“-”

FKWRE ~,—vmiation of vertical gust reIocity with horizontal guss ve~lt Y fOrequ~

frequenciesofomrrremee.

uniform across the span and either triangular or sinusoidal
in shape with a base of 20 chords is beIieved to be the proper
type for most load calmdat ions.

For a sequence of gusts, the gusts may be of either like or
udike sign and will be continuous with the gust peaks spaced
20 chords apart.

%nce the maximum horizontal and vertical gust intensities
and frequency distributions are essentially the same within
any region of rough air, the gust structure obtained for
vertical gusts should apply equa.Lly weII for horizontal gusts.
Such information is pertinent where gush loads are under
consideration for diving airplanes or missiles.

- Since the data are influenced by the reactions of the air-
plane, the application to unconwmtionaI configurations
shouId be in-restiga ted by a detailed analysis of several
possibIe combinations of gust shape and size.

AIRPLANE REACTIONS

The second phase of the gust-load problem is that of
determining the react ion or forces imposed on an airplane
due to a known gust. The factors considered are the aero-
dynamic coefficients and the possible ei&ts of stability and
elasticity. The purpose of this section is to indicate what is
known about these factors by coordinating the available .-_=
information. In most cases, specfic procedures or numbers
to be used in load calculations are not obtained. In regard
to some factors, the state of available information is un- .
satisfactory, but the factor is considered and its status is
indicated.

%6646-5 1— 53
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METHODS

The three methods utilized in the study of airplane reac-
tions were an analysis and two experimental methods. The
experimental methods consist of tests of.models in the Langley
gust tmmeI and flight tests with full-ecde airplanes.

ANALYSIS

Inspection .of the equations given in references 14 and 15
indicates that the inclusion of unsteady lift leads to variable
coefficients, whic~l.. resulk. ki.ut.egrtil equations when the
unknown appears under the integral sign. In aI1 cases the
integrals that appear are of. the same form and represent
the application of the principle of superposition to unit-.
jump solutions to obtain the response to arbitrary or known
disturbances.

The principle cited is illustrated in figure .22 for a linear
variation in angle of attack for which the lift on an airfoil
after S1 chords of penetration is desired. In figure 22 (a)
the angle of att~~ck is assumed to vary directIy with s and
the development of lift per unit change in angle of attack is
assumed similar to that shown in figure 3. The angle-of-
attack variation is assumed to be approximated by a series
of unit changes in angle of attack superimposed in the s
direction. l’or steady lift, the corresponding variations of
lift with s are indicated by the straight line and steps in
figure 22 (b). The uns~eady lift develops for each step in
angle of attack according to the dash curves. and the
approximate Iif t at .s1is the sum of the contributions of each
step at s,. The result at SI can, be written a.s

or for an anaIyt,ic expression of dflercntial increments

This expression is commonly known as Duhamel’s integral
and is illustratei.by Berg in reference 16. The integral can
be evaluated analytically step by step as indicated in figure
zz or grap]lically by Carson’s @eorem (reference 17).

As previously mentioned, the type of equation obtained is
of the form

solving the equation arises from the fact that the relation
between CLWand s must be known before the second integral

on the right side can be evahmted. The equation sho\\rn is
a simple case and the more. complete equations of motion
consist of additional integrals and, in some cases, derivatives
of integrals.

Solutions of equations of the type shown have been
obtained by methods of successive approxirnat ion, l?rtxi-
hohn’s .aolution (reference 6), Laplacc t.mnsforms (reference
14), or by assuming, as in reference 18, thut [ho funrtion is
known. The need for solutions for arbitrary disturbances
and the complicated nature of sohlt ions gmcrdy lead to
graphical or a.pproximat e methods in all but a fcw casc~.

(a]

i
-- s ‘1—. ‘1s~-s —

(a) Anglo+[-attack ehsn@.
(b) Lift-ccMlchmt ehenge..

FIOUEE!Z?.-Dtagrammatfc il[ustratfon of the superposition (Dul]r!mvl~ lntcgrsl fur
eve,hmtion of lfft folIowing arbitrary vadat[on in angle of attack.
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GUST-TUNNEL TESTIKG

The Langley gust. tunne~ (fig. .23) was bui.Ih to permit the
detennincttion of airplane reactions and other pertinent
quantities uncler controlled and known conditions. It con-
sists of a catapult to launch a dynamically scaled airphme
model into steady level flight through a verticcd jet of air
having characteristics that are under ccmtrol, a means of
catching the model, and, flmdly, suitable equipment to
record the required information. The old hTAC.A gust
tunnel described in reference 19 was capable of handL@
3-foot-span models of airpla.nes at speeds up to about 50
mik per hour but in 1945 was replaced by a tunnel that is
able to handle 6-foot-span models at speeds up to 100 miles
per hour.

The accuracy of measurement at. present is about. 0.05g
for acceleration, 0.3 foot. per second for speed, and 0.01 inch
for deflection of the wing or flap. Angular motions are
determined tithin O.1° of pitch-angIe increment. and about,
0.2” for the position of any flap. U measurements except.
that of speed are incremental values from steady conditions
and, as such, depend upon the steadiness of flight prior to
entry into the gust. At peak acceleration for sharp-edge
gusts the acceleration increment is considered accurate to
within O.lg and the pitch-angle increment., to about O.1O,but
the accuracy is questionable for the longest gust+yadient
distance of about. 16 chords.

In funclament al stuclies such as the determination of
unsteady-Lift funct ions, the solution obt s,ined from gust-
tunnel tests is an indirect one since the acceleration incre-
ment. due to a gust. is dependent on the difference b.ehveen
two terms. Thus, it is not possible to determine whether
the correct -dues of the unsteady-lift functions are used, but
only whether the use of unsteady-hft functions for a giv-en
shape is adequate. If sufficient data are collected utilizing
difTerent models of many sizes and shapes in diflerent gusts,
the WMOUSunsteady-lift functions can be e-raluated to a
limited degree.

----–—.—. . .

-.:...&--==
.——*:&

. ...
.-

L43086~.___

FIGUBE23.-Sahematic sketch of I&@eY gust tunnel.

FLIGHTlNTWSTIGATIONS

TWO approaches have been ut.iked for flight investigations _ _
of airplane reactions: one consisting simply of detailqi ._
analysis of fight records to obtain the relations desired-for
example, between the pitch of an airphme and the accelera-
tion imposed on the a.irpla.nc-and the other consisting of
flying an airplane iu rough air to obtain statistical data for _
different conditions and then statisticidIy comparing the
reactions of the airplane. The fit. approach was used in a
rather crude manner in reference 3, m which a determinat.ioti
was made of the effect of airplane wing loadmg and speed oq
the gust load factor. The statist ical approach may permit
checks to be made of both theoretical and gust-tunnel res@, ..__
but the procedures and techniques have not been de-reloped
to the point where precise results can be obtained.

~RANSIENT AERODYNA311CS

The material presented in this section covers the develop-
ment. of the Iift force and down-wash but. does not cover the
variation in moment coefficient. The cleveIopment. of lift.
foLlowing a sudden change in angIe of at tack is assumed to be
independent of the slope of the lift curve and can be treated
as a separate subject. The neglect of possible variations in
moment coefficient. appears justified at this time on the basis
that theory indicates thn t the zero-lift moment coefficient is
unaffected.

UKSTEADY-LIFTFUNCTIOXS

In the present report, the variation of lift coefficient. for a
unit change in angIe of attack has been referred to ~s CL. or

as the Wagner function, and the corresponding variation in
lift coefficient following a change in angle of attack due to .
penetrating a unit gust has been caI.Ied ~~a or the Ktissner

function. The Kussner function is reIated to the Wagner
function in that it has been derived from it by considering the ._
airfoiI penet rat ing a gust to be replacecl by a deforming airfoiI
where the deformations correspond to the chorchvise cin~le-of-
attack distribution due to gust penetration. IInless other-
wise stated, the lift at any time after the start of the angle-of-
attack change is espressed as a fraction of the final lift
coefficient.

Infinite aspect ratio.-Both the T$_a.gnerfunction and the
Kussner function for unsteady lift. have been derived a
number of times. The former was originality given by Wa5=er
in reference 20 and has been checked e.sperirnent ally by
WaIl<er in reference 21 by measuring the circulation about a
wing folIowing a sudden change in forward speed. Figure 24
summarizes the computed “imclobserved circuIat ions obtained
by Walker. Although the amount. of direct experimental
verification is Iimited, several analytical stuclies agree and
indicate that- the Wagner function shoulcl be close to correct.

The Ktissner function has also been computed a number of “-
times and difTerent resuIts have been obtained. I?iiure 25,
which is based on data taken from references 2, 5, and 22 to
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25, presents the results of six separate computations of. the
Iif t ratio C’L.as a function Qf the distance penetrated into.
n sharp-edge gust and shows considerable scatter. The
derivation given by Kiissner in reference 5 ~ probably the
best. No direct experimental verification of this factor is
available, but Ktissner has made several attempts sit verifica-
tion by dropping airfoils equipped -with end plates through
the boundary of. a wind-tunnel jet. The tests made by
Kussrwr have been described in reference 5 and the com-
parisons of the computed and experimental flight-path
curvatures indicate good agreement, at least for penetrations
up b 3 to 4-chords.

The vahles of C~a and C~Ofor t~~e infinite-aspmt-~atio

wing me presentml in figure 26. If the pitching motion of
the airplane is not considered, the exact shapes of the
unsteady-lift functions are unimportant and the discrepancies
noted in figure 25 do not appear to be significant. “

/ Disfonce,chords

FIGURE24.—Comparfsonof calculated and experimental circulation folIowing abrupt in-
creasein speed (from referenec21).
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FIGL’RE27.-Comparison of calculatedandexperimental efrculatIonsforawcct ratlm Sand a.

Finite aspect ratio,—1’he effwt of finite aspcrt ratio on
the unetendy-lift. functions htis bec.n investigated by Joins
in reference 14 and these results me shown in figuro 2C.
This figure indi.c.ales Lhtl.t, as the uspect ratio dwwmscs, tho
lift develops more rapidly, particuhwly M thc start, unt i]
for t.lle limiting cme of zero aspwt ratio the variation in lift
might be expected to correspond to thut for strady flow
conditions. The estimaiiou of the unsteady-lift functions
for lo~ver aspect ratios than those shown in ftguro 26 hw
been made by extrapolating the datu by assuming that tit
zero iispect. rut io, the unsteady-lift func[.icm d.isnppcfira.
llnpublishecl t~sts made with a [lying wing having an rwpoct
ratio of a.bou L1.27 showed that. this method led to rrasonabki
value:. The calcuhr ted vtdue of the accc]cmtiou rat !O ._
was 0.92 as compared with an nveragc cxpwimrnttd wlluo
of 0.93. These results indicate, thcrcfom, tha L for flying -
wings finite theory applies. Oiher results, shown in ffguro
27 and giw.m by Kucthe in refcrenm 17 and by Scars and
Kuethe in referenco 26, indicutc that. the unsteady lifL-
developcd on a low-aspect-ratio wing subjected to n gust
more cIoseIy approximates the unsteady-lift function for lhc
two-dimensional case than thut for aspect ratio 3.
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An indirectt verification of unshmdy+ft functions has
been obtained by comparing the cahlated..and actual
response of airpIane models to a sharp gust. The curves in
figure 28 show the calculated acceleration ratio An\An. as a
function of the mass parameter jL,. The calculation for
aspect ratio 6 is based on the unsteady-lift function gi~en in
figure 26 and that for infinite aspect ratio is based on the
unsteady-lift func.t ions given by Rhode in reference 4. The
test points shown in &ure 28 represent experiments.I values
of the acceleration ratio determined from tasts in both the
OICIand the new gust tunnels. The resuIts are for all types
of airpIanes from tailless high-speed configurations with
wings s-wept back 35° to transports. As can be seen from
figure 28, the experimental data scat ter about. the cur-re
based on the unsteady-lift functions for aspect ratio w and
beIow- the curve for aspect ratio 6. The results indicate
that, for airpIanes that inchde a fuselage, the use of the
unsteady functions for infinite aspect ratio has given aclequate
and in most cases more accurate predictions of the accelera-
tion ratio than the computations based on the finite-aspect-
ratio theory of Jones.

The discrepancy between experiment &d theory was
considered as to the effect of interference on the experimental
results. If the fuselage is considered as an elongated ming
having a chord three times that of the wing, then at peak
acceleration in a sharp gust. the wing has traveled about 4

chords while the fuselage has traded 1. On this basis, the
lift on the fuselage might be considered zero or at. most
about half of its steady-flow value. If this hypothesis is
compared with the material given in reference 19 (some of
the values were in error and have been recomputed), the
results shown in table V1 are obtained. The resuhs in table
V1 indicate that, although Jones’ unsteady functions are
much too high on the basis of gross area and the functions
from reference 4 are somewhat high, the use of a net wing
area plus one-half the fuselage intercept. brings all calcula-
tions into closer agreement. In fact., for the infit e-aspect-
ratio funct ions, the discrepancies w-e less than the precision
of the data. If the net. wing area is assumed, then both
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FIG’CBEZS.-CornparfssII of calculatedand axperimenfal i“mleration ratioz for a sharp-edge
gUM. pitch assumedzero.

finite- and infinite-aspect-ratio functions difFer from experi-
ment by about the same amount, the resu.ks based on
reference 14 being high and those based on reference 4 being ..
Iow. SimiIar corrections may apply to Kuethe’s resuIts
(fig. 27). Although the evidence ~dicates that the unsteady-
]ift functions for infinite aspect ratio shoukl be used for . ~~
conventional airplanes in conjunction with the net wing area
plus half the fuselage intercept, the use of net area is recoin- ._
mended and is discussed subsequently.

~Tnpubfis&d tests of a skeIet.on airplane equipped with a

wing swept. back 45° showed that the installation of the. _ ___
fuselage had no appreciable effect on the maximum accelera- ‘-1-
tion increment. In this pm-t icular case, howe~er, the Iength
of the wing from the leading edge of the root section tO ths. __
trailing edge of the tip section was almost. equal to the.
length of the fuselage. Since one effect of sweep Todd be
to modify the rate of development of lift on the wing; the
~fierence between the Lift. developed on the fig and that .
on the fuselage for a given gust penetration may have been
too smaII to be noted during the test.. Mthough the evidence . . .
is still scant and conflicting in some respects, the use of net
wing area. appears to be better than the use of gross wing
area for the sharp-edge gust except when the side project ions
of the wing and the fuselage are about, the same length.

The determination of the proper ~~~g area for the wadient” . .
gust is complicated by the introduction of the pitching motion
of the airplane, and comparisons must be macle between the
detailed calculations and experiment. In the investigations
that have been made (reference 15), the results have indicated
that the use of the net wing area -yields the best ow.r-alI
agreement between calculations md experiment for gradient
diitances between O and 16 chords.

The use of tapered and swept- wings for modern aircraft
hinds to problems in the computation of the gust load factor.
Relatively lit tle information is available on either p~obleg,
but. the data of reference 19 indicated that moderate am~~lnts
of taper (up to 2: I) have IittIe or no effect and can lx.
neg]ecte~ at least until e.~eriment al evidence of a more
accurate nature is available. Large values of taper (for
exampIe, of about 3:1) and lmge sweep angles (30° to 40°)
lead to concern as to the aclequacy of the unsteady-lift
functions, pmticuIarIy the “Ktissner function cLg. The COn-

cern arises fro~ the fact that for wings of high [aper, the
root section -imth the larger chord will have a rate of de- -
velopment of lift for a given distance penetrated into a gust
com=iderably less than that of the narrower tip chord. In
the case of s-weep, the root- of a s~eptback Iviw penetrates.
the gust first and the lift may develop an appreciable value
before the tip sections ever enter the gust.

With regard to the effect of wing taper on the unsteady-
lift function, no theoretical dewlopments are aviikdie to
permit accurate computation, and calculations have been
made by utilizing strip theory to develop the unsteacly-lift
functions for the finite wing from the two-dimensional fu~c- --
tions of Kussner and Wagner. lllxpmimental data available
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to check the effect of taper on the unsteady-lift functions
are indirect and are the result of tests of two specific
airplanes. In both cases, calculations based on the results
presented in reference 4 were in ~greement with the experi-
mental data for the sharp-~--ge gust .in yhigh pitch can be
neglected. In the case of the large ffying boat with 3%:1
taper ratio, the discrepancy amounted to about 2 percent:-
The maximum discrepancy was well within the experimental
error, On the basis of these limited results, the effect-of
taper, at least up to 3Z: 1, appears to be negligible insofar
as the calculation of total loacls is concerned.

No theoretical studies me available for the sweptback
wing, but recent test results for a straight and a 450 swept-
back wing are available. Tests were made on a straight
wing with a 2:1 taper and on tbe equivalent of the straight
wing where each half-wing was rotated about the midchorcl
point at the root so that the span change{! with .&e angle of
sweep. The sweep was such that the midchord line was at
an angle of 45° t~ its original position. Flights }vere made
through a sharp-edge gust, and an average time history of
ac.oeleration increments as a fraction of the maximum value
is shown in figure 29. For ‘tirnparison iiith the experi-
mental resuIts, two curves are shown.: one...baseci on the
theory presented in reference 4 whkh disregards the effect
of sweep on the unstewdy-hft. functions, and the other repre-
sents the calculated time his tory of acceleration.. based on
the assumption that strip theory could be applied to derive
the Kussner function for the swept wing.

Figure 29 shows “that” strip theory is in good agreement
with experiment throughout the entire history, but the neg-
lect of the effect of sweep on the lag in lift is in error at the
start of the motion although good agreement &obtained for
distances greater than 4 chords. BQth calculations should
yield essentially the same values for. the Iarger distances
since the conditions tend t.o approach the steady state.
The discrepancy between experiment and strip theory ap-
pears to be due in part to positive pitch. of the mode~ during
the traverse of the gust. Therefore, the effect of sweep on
the unsteady-lift functions cannot be neglected if the shape
of the curve is considered important.

L?isiimce, chords

FiCUnE 2Q.—HistorF of oeeelerafion for an drplane with a 45° sweptbaek wing
in a slrrup-edgegust.

The unsteady-lift theory as developed by Wagner, Jones,
and others has been evolved for monoplanes only but tho
unsteady-lift functions for biplanes may bu needed in con-
nection with gust-load calculations. No theory is avnilable
on this problem, but consideration of the vortex sheets as-
sociated with the biplane indicates t-hat., for the first fcw
chords after a sudden change in angle of attack, the tip vor-
tices of the wings are short and have a n~gligil)lc effect on the
mutually induced angle of attack of onc wing upon the other.
Since ~–e equivalent monoplane theoiy assumis “&nnpIct.cly
developed vortex systems with the shed vortex at infinity, it
might be expected that for a biplane in a sharp gust the two
wings would act independently, and, therefore, the unshwdy-
lift functions and other associated aerodynamic parrmwtws
for the biplane should be based on the chrtracturisties for
each individual wing. Figure 30, which has been reproduced
from reference 8, shows the results of twLs of a biphmc.. ‘W!
results in the figure are the accelerations obtained m a result of
experiment in the Langley gust tunnelj tI.N curve prcdictcd
by tissuming that the two wings act indcpcndcntly, and the
curve predicted by assuming that the cqui~~alcnt-rnor~(j~)lanc
theory holds. Infinite-aspect-ratio unsteady-lif t functions
-were used. For the shorter gust-gradient. dishmccs where
the tip vortick might be expected to have littlo cffccL, theory
and experiment are in excellenb aggrcemenL if the two wiugs
are assumed to acL independcnLly, The computed curve for
acceleration increment, based on rcfcrcncc 4, is cunsidcrahly
below the experimental data; thus the tip vortices htivc litllc
effect, at least up to 8 or 10 wing chords. As the grudimt
distance is “increased “to 20 chords, the cxpcrhmmtd datu fall
below both calculated curves because of thr pitching action
of the airphme.

The effect of compressibility on the. unsLcady-]ifL functions
is of interest because it may change the shtipc of lIM curvcsl
but little or no information on this proldcm is avnilablo.
Jones has indicated that for subsonic spocds Lhe cflcct. of
compressibiIit y would be to reduce tho mpcc L ratio of i.]]e

— Equivo[enftirbnoplone
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wing according to the relation ~1 —3P. The E correc-
tion of reference Zi k changed at the same time to corre-
spond. For the transonic range where mixed flows occur the
variation in the unsteady-Iift functions is unknown. At
supersonic speeds the effect of unsteady Lift would be expected
to disappear since the effect requires the transmission of
pressures forvia.rd. It -ivould be expected that the unsteady-
lift functions would change only- slightly up to high subsonic
speeds and that at supersonic speeds the functions would
disappear.

SLOPEOFLIFTCURVE

Investigations to determine the proper slope of the lift
curve to be used in gust-load calculations have been made
mainly in the Langly gush tunnel. The information avail-
able for presentation is indirect and in many instances in-
conclusive because of interrelations of many factors. The
factors invoh’ed in the computation of the proper slope of the
lift curve include the detmmination of the airfoil section
characteristics, aspechratio corrections, interference effects,
the effects of conflamation with reference to sweep and mult.i-
planes and the effects of compressibility and power.

Section characteristics.—.h indicated by the remdts pre-
sented in figure 28, the conventional estimates of the li.ft-
curre slope together with the unsteady-lift functions for
infinite aspect ratio gave the best re&dts in predicting the
acceleration increment- due to a sharp-edge gust for ordinary
airfoils. The use of the lamina.r-flow section introduced
airfoils having higher slopes of the lift curve. The increase
was of concern since it amounted to an increase of 10 percent
in the load-factor increment. Brief consideration indicated
that the slope of the lift curve depends on the steady-flow
relation between the bounds.ry-lapr thickness and angle of
attack. It -was believed that under unsteady flow condi-
tions the reIation for steady flow -would not apply and,
therefore, the boundary layer would not have time to adjust
itself during a sudden change in angle of attack. Since no
experiments.1 or theoretical information -was available in
connection with the probable slope of the Iift curve, experi-
mental evidence was needed.

For this purpose a skeleton model with a laminar-flow
wing was tested in the Langley gust tunnel. The character-
istics of the test model are given in table WI and figure 31.’
For the first tests the wing had a smooth surface. For the
second tests, Carborundum grains were gIued over the lead-
ing edge of the viing back to 7.8 percent of the chord on both
the upper and Iower surfaces. The slopes of the Iift curve
for the smooth and rough wings have been includecl in table
WI and are based on e.xperimentaI data. presented in refer-
ence 28 conrected to iiuite aspect ratio according to refer-
ence 27. In adclition to the Iift-curve elopes obtained from
low-turbulence wind-tunnel tests, the theoretical Iift-curve
slope, based on the theory presented in reference 29, is also
iduded in the table.

The average dues of the acceleration increments for the
smooth and rough -wings and the probable errors are given

FIGVRE31.—Te& model.

in table WI1. The acceleration increments computed on
the basis of the characteristics in table WI have also been
included. Table WII shows that the maximum acceIera- _
tion increments for the two test conditions are essentially
the same. Comparison of the 0.02g experimental difference _
with the calculated difference of 0.26g shows that roughening_
an airfoil to produce a turbulent boundary Iayer has no effect
on the elope of the lift curve that is applicable in the un-
steady flow conditions of a sharp-edge- gust. If these :.
results are extended by the assumption that the flow condi-
tions for a conventional airfoil in the steady state are sim-
ulated by those for the roughened Iow-drag wing, airfoil
section characteristics are concluded to have no significant _
effect on the acceleration increment obtained in unsteacly
ffow conditions of a sharp-edge gust.

Since the most probable gust is one -with a graclient dis- -. __~
tance of 10 chords, the averages of the maximum agcelera~ion
increments for the two test conditions were calculated for
gusts with gradient diet ante up to 12 chords by applying ___
the principle of superposition to the test results for the sharp-
edge gust.. The results of these ct-dculatiorts showed o~y --
2)&percent difference between the average -ralues. On the
basis of this simple analysis, airfoil section characteristics
have no signi.ilca.nt effect on the acceleration increments for
gusts mit.h gradientt distances from O to 12 chords. l?rom.
the present data, however, it is not possible to specify the

----

gradient distance at which the difference would become -”
noticeable as the result of at t.ain.ing quasi-steady conditions.

l?or the laminar-flow type of airfoil, tests in low-turbulence
wind tunnels together with the aspect-ratio corrections of
reference 27 should yield an adequate prediction of the ac-
celeration increment due to a sharp-e~~e gust. The use of
the corrections and the determination of section charac-
teristics for an arbitrary a.irfofl are, however, still open to
question since tests in low-turbulence tunnels on the arbi-
trary airi’oi.Isections tend to show low slopes of the lift curve.
In view of the many interrelated factors, some of which are
discussed in subsequent paragraphs, it appears that the
selection of an arbitrary section lift-curve slope of about 6
pre radian -wiI1be adequate for gust-load calculations.
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Aspect-ratio corrections,—As previously noted, the data
in figure 28 were obtained for conventional airplanes, but
they tbta in table WI1.. apply to a skeleton airplane with
little or no fuselage. The combined eflects of fuselage in-
terference, aspect-ratio corrections, unsteady-lift functions,
and section clmracteriet.ics are all involved and at the
present time cannot b.e eutirely segregated. For the time
being, simple aspect-ra~~correction factors appear to be

adequate. — has been used with satisfactory
‘he ‘actor A+2

results in connection with gust-lo~d studies.
Swept wings,-Table IX (from. reference 30) shows the

resuits of gust-tunnel tests on a wing swept back 45°. The
tests. were made in a sharp-edge gust and the acceleration
increments for a gradient distance of 9 cliorcle were obtained
by superposition. All results are corrected LOzero pitch of
the model. Calculated values are also included. One. set.
of values is based on the results of wind-tunnel tests of the
airplane model, tail off, and the ot.hcr set cliffers from. the
first in that the slope of the lift curve for the swept wing was
taken as that for the straight wing rn~ltiplied by the cosine
of the sweep angle. In both calculations, the unsteady-~if t
function for the wing OL, was obtained by means of strip

theory.
Inspection of the results given in table IX shows that the

use of the cosine law for. predicting the slope of the lift curve
for the swept wing gives excellent results, the differences
between experiment and calculation being within the ex-
perimental error. The use of. ~ift-curve slopes from steady-
flow tests to calculate the acceleration increments for the
swept wing yields ..values some 20 percent below. experimental
results. Sidm tests on a 45° sweptforward wing verify
this result.

The low value of acceleration increments ca.lcula.t.ed from
the results of wind-tunnel tests has been of concern. At
present, no definite evidence is available to explain-this dis-
crepancy, but it is believed that the difference can be ascribed
to the behavior of the boundary layer in the unsteady flow
condition that exists during traverse of a gust. The dis-
crepancy emphasizes the importance in the prediction of gust
load factors of using the proper lift-curve slope. On the
basis of limited data better results seem to be obtained if
the cosine law of variation is used rather than wind-tunnel
results.

The results obtained to clat.e apply to a definite method of
sweeping the wing (rottiting the wing panel) to obtain the
equivalent straight wing. . Other systems lead to tither
combinations of aspect ratio and sweep and may yield differ-
ent results. In stich calclilations, the same procedure as
that described in the present report should be utilized.

Scale effects ,—Tests in the old and new gust tunnels
of modeIs of the Boeing B–247 airplane (table X) were made
to obtain a measure of any scalc efTect.s. A 3-foot-span
model was tested in the old gust tunnel as a reference for
design requirements. When the new gust tunnel was built.,

this model and one dynamically similar but twice M largo
were tessted. The results of all three tests arc shown in
figure 32 as a plot of the acceleration ratio as a func[ion of
gradient distance in c-horde.

Inspection of figure 32 shows excellent agremncnL bctwccn
the results for the two rnochds; this fact indicales [hat for tha
conditions tested no scale effect was present. The lnrgcsL
discrepancy is for a sharp-edge gust. and is no grmt w tfum
clifferences in results for tests of tlm same model in two
tunneIs. Some of the discrepancy may bc due to tbr fact
that the gust shape was the same in td.xsiolutcdimension but
differed slightly on the basis of chords of the two models.

Effect of power. —When the slipstream covers the cmtirc
span of the airplane, the steady-flow slope of the lifL curve
has been shown to increase abouL 100 pcrccnt for the slip-
stream corresponding to the climb comlit ion. Sin+ -[ho

working velocity htis been. increased by the inhwduction of
power, a real increase in the lift-curve slope has prolmb]y
been obtained. Under these cireumst rums, Lhc mlgle-of-
attacldumge clue to the gusL would be u[i]izcd in ccmne!c-
tion with the inc.reascd eIope of the lift curve. In actual
practitiej the suggestion thaL the power-on slope of [Im lif L
curve should be used where the slips[rcam covcm mos[. of [lIC
airplane span is not as serious as it. appears a~ first sighl.
‘I!he highest lift-curve slope is obtained at. rdativcly low for-
ward speed, a condition at which the 10MI factor duc lo the
gust is small. For conventional airphmcs, t.hc power-ofl
lift-curve slope appears corrcet.

Multiplanes.—l?or steady flow conditions ihc biplrmo
is usually represented by an e.quiv&mt monoplane, This
assumption no longer applies for the trm~sienL lift. conditions
that exist in a gust.. The question of the proper slope of the
lift curve to use for the transient. condil ions is in part an-
swered. .by the results presented in figure 30. On the btisis
of the agreement shown in figure 30, the wings should bc
considered as acting indeperiden tly and the slope of l-he wing
lift curve as beirg computed on the basis of the average

geometric aspect ratio of the two wings.

Compressibility, —The effect of compreseibilit.y on [he
slope of the lift curve under unsteady flow conditions is R
subject. of much interest aud one for which no cxprrimcnlal
evidence is avail able.. It is thoughtt that thu li fl-curve S1OI)C
should follow the Glauert factor in the subsemic range, but. in

.
f
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FIGURE32.—Experimental acceleration ratio for Boclog B-247 n[rpkmo ana function
of gust-gradient (fIstonca.
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the region near the critical 31ach number and through the
transonic region the nixed flows combined with transient
conditions might delay or cancel the effect of compressibility
on the lift-curve slope. For the time being the usuaI com-
pressibility factors could be applied up to the critical llach
number and above that, the results of wind-tunnel tests
shouId be utilized.

DOWXWASH

Figure 33 (fig. 9 of reference 31) shows the change in
vertical velocit-y &t the tail following a sudden increase in
wing circuI~tion for several values of the distance from the
trailing edge of the wing to the leading edge of the tail. The
change in vertical velocity is pIotted as a function of the dis-
t ante of the tail surface from the vortex shed by the -wing.

Figure 33 indicates that the taiI surface first encounters a
~gradual increase in up-wash until the leading edge crosses the
cent er of the shed vortex when, following a violent. change in
direction, the dowmvash approaches its steady-state -due.
The curves for different td Iengths indicate quite clearly
that the effect of increasing the Lail length is to increase the
time delay of the velocity change in proportion to the tail
length. The violence of the direction change as the tail
penetrates the vortex depends on the vertical location of the
tail relative to the vortex and until more accurate predictions
can be made of the location of the -rortexl such changes
might be clisrega.rded. Figure 33 indicates that the resum-
ptionproposed in references 3] and 32 of a space lag between
the change in lift on the wing and the change in angle of
attack at the taiI is reasonable and should be taken into
account in any detailed calculations.

The indications to clate are that the resuhs obtained by
utilizing a space lag of dovinvmsh have been in fair agreement:
with experiment, but the corresponding calculations neglect-
ing the space lag of downvmsh have not been made to de-
termine the seriousness of the error of neglecting this quantity.

MAXIIMU31 LIFT COEFFICIENT

Reference 19 shows that, for an airplane model traversing
a sharp-edge gust at its steady-flow maximum lift coefficient,
the maximum lift coefficient during the action of the gust
was not limited to the steady-flow vahe. Farren in refer-
ence 33 made tests of two-dimensional airfoiIs at constant
angular velocities through maximum lift and return. Angle-
of-attack -radiations range as high as 12%0 per chord of
travel, and the results indicated that. the maximum lift
coefficient could range from 30 to 50 percent above the
steady-flow value.

hlo concise estimates of rnasimum lift- coefficient during
sudden changes in angle of attack can be made, but the sketchy
information that is available indicates that a conservative
estimate for incompressible-ffow conditions is an increase of
about 25 percent over the steady-flow value. IrL the tran-
sonic region, the effects of compressibility may limit the
maximum lift coefficient, and in tkis range the in-watiga-
tions made in the various wind tunnels would be pertinent.

RIGID-BODY REACTIONS
.-

The available clata on gust structure and aerodynamics
have been anaIyzed and the next problem is the determha- .
tion of the behavior of the airphtne as a -ivhole since the
motions of the airplane have an important- bearing on gust-
load calculation. The significant parameters of airplane
behavior as determined from analytical and experimental
invest igat.ions are subsequently summarized and possible
simpliflcat ions are imrestigat ed.

A~ALY’HCALA~DlHPERIMExTALSTUDIES

The material presented is the result. of analytical and ex-
perimental study of arbitrary and special cord%gurations.
The analytical stuclies have been of a generaI nature and __
about two-thirds of the e.sperimental studies can be so
classed. The rest of the experimental research has been -
done in connection with specific problems or airplane designs.
The scope and resuhs of the tinalytical studies are presented
fist-, folIowed by the experimental studies. “In addition to
the behavior of and the loads on airplanes caused by vertical
gusts uniform across the span, Nlted research and studies
on unsymmetrical and Iat eral gusts are described and re-
ported in appropriate sections.

Analytical studies.-The analytical studies of the loads
on and behavior of an a.irplane traversing a gust have been
performed for a uniform upward-acting vertical gust.
Current theory indicates that the incremental loa~gs for a
dowmvard-acting gust. are equal in magnitude but. oppofiie
in sign. Further assumptions are that:

(1) The airplane maintains a constant. forward speed
during the traverse of the gust.

(2) The airplane is in equilibrium prior to entry into the
gust

(3) The aerodynamic center of an aerod~mamic surface is
at- the quarter-chord poinh

(4) The moment coefficient at zero lift is a constant ,for
transient conditions and has the same value as for s~eady
flow conditions

(5) The control surfaces of the airplane are locked.
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Extended amdyscs in which the airphtne is considered free
to pitch as well as to rise under the action of a gust have been
made by the NACA for conventional, canard, and tailless
airplanes. In the case of the conventional airplane, the
analysis was rather wide in scope; whereas for the other two
types of 4tircraft, the analyses were limited to specific cases.
The procedure used was tin iteration process.

The calculations were aimed at covering all configurations
and values of stability which would be reasonable for con-
ventional airplanes ancl such values--of the mass parameter
and moment of inertia whkh would fall within the capacity
of the gust .tunnel. The pertinent airplane characteristics
assumed in the analysis are given in table XI for all the com-
binations considered. As can “be seen from the table, the
static marg~ range from O.(KJ9 to —0.503 and the mass
parameter ranges from 10.25 to 30..75. The calculations
were made for three gust-gradient distant-O, 8, aiid 16
chords. The flight conditions assumed vvere a gust velocity
of 6 feet per second and a forward speed of about 40 miles
per hour. The calculations were not made for all combina-
tions of variables noted in table XI, but some intermediate
values were interpolated.

The reedts of the calculations me shown in tables XII (a),
XII (b), and XII (c) as the accel.eration increments at. maxi-
mum acc.eIeration for the airplm e with the cent w of gravity
at 15, 25, and 35 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord,
respectively. Each table shows the r~ults for the three gust-
gradient distances and for various combinations of tail area
and tai] length, The incrkmental values of acceleration
\vhich are contributed by each motion or source are tabula.t.ed
and t.ben totaled to obtain the wing acceleration, the ac.c.el-
e.mtion increment resulting from the lift on the tail, and
finally the total acceleration increment impressed on the
airplane.

In Sddition to the restdts of the analysis king pmscntmi in
tabular form, figures 34 and 35 indicate the eflcct.. of pi[eh
on the total wing load, In figure 34, the ratio of the Whd
wing load increment, including tho effect. of pitch} divided
by the total wing load incremen$ assuming the pitch uqutti
to zero, is shown. A value of 1 indicaks that [hc elkL of
pitch was negligible, and values greater than 1 indiratc thtit
the effect of pitch increased tho tottil wing Ioad, Thr rrsul~s
me shown as a func.t.ion of the static margin for thrm gust-
gradient distances. The individual curves shown ill Llw
figure represent given configumt ious but diflrwm[ ccntcr-of-
gravity positions. Figure 35 is a shniku’ IJ101 of da (u frotn
tables XII (a), XII (b), and XII (c) of the total accelern t ioi~
increment as a function of the static margin for comparison
with the experiment ti.1datti from the gusL Lunncl.

Figure 36 shows the wing lift. increment. rcsul[ing from
pitch of the airplane in terms of the total wing ]ifL as w
function of mass parameter. The tbrec solid curvca repre-
sent the three center-of-gravity posit ions. The curves rep-
resent the ‘(average” airplane with medium tuil leng[h find
medium tail area traversing a fiat-top gusL wi[h a grndicnt
d~tance of 8 ChOdS. ‘rhe dash lines inchldcd in the figllrc

represerlt the pitch-increment ratio ~e-.
u/s

‘his ratio has

been used t.o correct for pitching effects on tlw basis that lhc
change in acceleration due to pitch is proportirmrd to the
ratio of the pitch increment to the gust angle. TIN elistanm
between the dash and solid lines is a mmsurc of tlw rrror of
this assumption.

The data in tabks XII (a,), XII (b), and S11 (CJ WCMalso
utilized to obtain the total tail lord incremrnb di\’idml by
the tail load if the downwash, the vwl.ica] motion, nnd L-he
pitch are. assumed to be zero. The rcsulki are shown in
figure 37 as a function of the static nmrgin d(.’~~ /dCL for lhc
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FIGrms 35.—Comparison of calculated and experimental acceleration increments for canwmtiond airplane. AII points except where noted have center of grarit y at 25 pereent
mean geometric chord.

three gust-gradient distances, The total tail load shown is
that at the tim”e of maximum total a.irphme load. The IirMs
connecting the points represent the same configuration and
the movement along the Iine to the right. indicates increasing
static stabiIit.y.

DetaiIed calculations have also been made for a flying
wing with about. 25° of sweepback and for a canard airplane.
The characteristics of the airplanes are shown in tabIe SI.
The calculations for the flying wing were made for two
‘enter-of-gravity positions and for three gradient. distances
— 0, 8, and 17.5 chords. Table XIII shows the resuIts of
thd ca,lculations and includes the contributions from the
different sources for the two center-of-gravity positions. The
total wing load increments are shown for each center-of-
gmtity position. Ca.lcuIations were made by using finite-
aspect-rat io unsteady-lift. functions on the basis that no
fuselage was present.. The total acceleration increment. has
been p~ot ted in figure 38(a) for each center-of-gravity posi-
t ion. The canard airplane had the same general characteri-
stics as the conventional Boeing B–24i transport airpkme.
The calculations for the canard airplane for net, wing area
and for the two unsteady-lift. fuuct ions have been obtained
from reference 15 and me presented in talde XIY. The
calculated total acceleration increments for the canard are
shown in figure 38 (b] .as n function of gradient dist ante.

l?igure 39 indicates the effect on the calculated loads of
substituting the wing loading for the mas pmwmet.er. This
figure is a plot of the acceleration based on wing loading
divided by that based on the mmss parameter as a fund ion
of wing loading. The calculations mere made for three
classes of airplanes-transports, personal airplanes, and tly-
ing boats. The resuhs are shown as a function of the wing
loading. Points lLy@ above the line indicate overestimation
of the acceleration increment., and points below the line
represent underest imat ion of the acce~eration increment.

.is mentioned in the section about gust structure, the
suggest iotl was made of either a triangular or sinusoidal gust

FIGCEE36.—Vmiatiorrof relative lfft due to pitch with mess perameter fore gust-gradfent
distanceof 8 &ords.

s-hape in the direction of flight. As a check on the inter- _.
changeability of the two gust. shapes, figure 40 shows the
ratio of the acceleration clue to a sinusoidal gust to that for
a triangukw gust as a function of the mass parameter m-hen
the unsteady-lift functions for infinite mpec~ ratio and aspecti
ratio 6 arc used. The calculations were performed by a
step-by-step procedure thmt. took into account. the possible
lack of coincidence in the gust peaks. Other calculations
indicated that., for gusts with a distance of 10 chords, the
maximum Iag in the acceleration pefik would be about 2
chords when the wing had an infinite mass parameter.

Experimental studies.-llost of the experimental data
a-milable are from general tests in the Langley gust tunnel
with upward-acting gusts perpendicular to the fight path.
Jlkst of the research can be classed as general and includes. _”-.
the naterid presented in reference 19. The resuhs of tests
of specific models that me applicable to general studies are
inclucled.
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A general study was made of the dlkct of the stability of
airplanes on the gust load factor; the stability characteristics
were varied over a wide range within which wmvcntional
airplanes would be expected t.o fall. The t.csts were per-
formed on an arbitrary “stability” airplane model for cor-
relation with the extended. analysis previously dcscribwl.
The characteristics of this model arc given in talh XI and
the total acceleration increments obtained from the LesLs
are shown in figure 35, The tesb.wg~ m@ for three gus[-
gradient distanc~ and with the wntcr-crf-gravity posi[ions
at 17,5, 25j and 30 percent of tho mean geometric chord.
The combinations of tail aren and toil length used on the
test model are listed in figure 35.

The unconventional airplane models listed in tablti ~W
include a flying wing and a canard rairplanc. Tests of the
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FIGCBE4J.—Re1atire responseof an airplane encountering sinuaaidsland triigolar gustsas a function of massp8rarueter.

flying wing were made with the center of gravity at 20 per-
cent of the mean geometric chord. The acceleration incre-
ment, forward speed, gust velocity, and pitch of the model
were measured during each test ~@t. The tests conskt ecl
of a series of five or more flights of the a.irph-me at a forward
speed of 40 miIes per hour through ~ertical gusts with grad-
ient clktances of O, 8, and 16 chords. The test resuhs have
been included in table XIII rind are shown in figure 38 (a].
The test conditions for the ca.na.rd airplane ha-re preciously
been reported in reference 15. The pertinent chtmwteristics
of the model have been incIuded in table XI and the results
of the experiments we gi-ren in table SIT and in figure 38 (b).

..1 few- flight tests have been rnacle to obtain clata on the
behavior of an airplane subjected to unsymme.t rical gusts
and on the gust Ioacls on the vert.ica.l ancl horizontal tail
surfaces. The results for the unsymmetrical gusts have
been discussed previously in the section entitled” The Struc-
tm-e of .itmospheric Gusts” and in{lcate reasonable aag-ee-
ment between calculation and experiment. The results of
investigations of gust tail loads on the o–2H and .XB-15
airp]a.nes are gi~en in table XJT as ratios of the effect i-re gust
velocity on a taiI surface to that determined for the wing.
The .SS-15 cirplane is shown in figure 6 and described in the
section on gust structure and the genera-l characteristics of
the o–2H airplane can be found in reference 34. Because of
the use of impro~ed instruments, the results from work with
the .X&l 5 airplane are considered better than those obtained
on the O–2H airplane.

DISCUSSION

wing area, –-The results present ecl in figures 35 and 3S (b)___
show good agreement bet ween experiment and the detailed
calculation based on net wing area. If gross area yere u&&l~
the calculated dues would be higher than the experimental
values for a sharp gust. For a graclient gust the reverse “..
would be true since the amount of alleviation due to pitch
vrould be increased. A similar result applies to the canard
airplane of figure 38(b) as indicat ecl by table H of reference
15, -which shows a. decrease in acceleration of 30 percent for a
gractient. distance of 16 chords (A= coj.

Mass parameter, —iinalytical st ucliea that. are based o~ -
extensive equations indicate that the mass pa.ramet er is the
significant variable in that it affects the amount. of cdlwiation
clue to vertical motion. The mass-pa.ra.meter term has a
negligible effect for a sharp-eclge gust but is important for
long gradient distances. This result is due to the fact that.- ~ ~ ._
for a sharp gust. the airplane does not acquire much vertical ___
-relocity, but. in a long gust the vertica.1 ~-elocity approaches
the gust velocity.

In addition to its effect. on the vertical motion of the
airplane, an increase in the mass parameter for a given
airplane, by increasing the gross weight, unexpectedly in-
creases the a~leviation of the total wing load dup ~o pitch.
(See fig. 36.) k the mass parameter increases, the resistance _,
of the airplane to rota.t ion would be expected to increase and
therefore the amount of pitch and the alletiation due to the
pitching motion WOW be decreased. ‘l?he result just noted
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arises from t,he fact that the pitching moments on the air-
plane arise not only from the action of-the gust but also from
the vertical motion of the airplane. By reducing the vcrtical
motion of t-he airplane, the adverse pitching moment is
decreased, and thus the favorable effect predominates and
provides more alleviation.

In some cases, such as im computing the factor K, wing”
loading instead of mass parameter has been taken as the
signihnt variable. && a substitution presumes a fixed
relation between wing loading ancl mass parameter. Figure
39 indicates that this substitution may result in either under-
estimation or overestimation of imposed acceleration incre-
ments. The answer in any case depends on the relation
between wing loading and mass parameter. Figure 39 S1!OWS
that the substitution of wing loading appears satisfmtory
for transports but results in lwo-low acceleration increments
for pweonal airplanes and too-high values for flying boats.

Phase lag.—The data from the general analysis were..
utilized to obtain the lag in chords of the acceleration peak
behind tho flat-top-gush peak. Figure 41 shows that the lag
is primarily a func Lion of. the gradient distance for a given
mass parameter although some variations due to the. tail
area and tail length are noted. No effect due to a variation
in the center-of-gravity position from 15 to 35 percent of the
chord is noted. The results indic.rtte that., for a mass parame-
ter of approximately 10, the lag in the gust peak C.OUMbc
as much as 2 chords for an 8- to 10-chord gust. Computa-
tions indicate that this lag increases to 3 chords for a gradient
distance of 8 chords when the mass parameter is about 30.

In the calculations for the triangular and sinusoidz-d gusts,
the lag of the acceleration peak behind the gust. peak for
infinite mass parameter, the. most adverse cm.e, does not
exceed 2 chords. The effect .of the phase lag of the accelera-
tion be~lnd the gust can probably be neglected since, for
many calculations of acceleration increments amd load factors,
a change of I chord in 8 has a negligible effect on the ac.ccl-.
eration ratio.

Static margin.—Figure %Cindicates that the total Vrtig
had on a conventional airplane decreases with. increasing
stability and increasing gradient distance because of the

8
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FIGURE41.—Lag of accckrationpeakasfunctionof gust-gradientdlstanmfor a flat-tripgust.
Center of gravity, 15to 35pm’cantmean geometric chord.

resulting increase in pitch. The figur~ also sh~ws that the
method of obtaining a givm static margin is more impor( ant
thtin the actual value of thc~static rnmgin. Tlw rcsuIts for
tailless airplanes ari3 discussed in tho following secti~n. _

Although no data are avaihbbh! for canmd airp]a.ncs, n
comparison of figures 3S(b) and 32 (both airplanw havo the
same st.aLic margin) show a markml oflcrt. ou t.ho w!cehxa t ion
increment duc to. the radicd change in configuration. lhorn
the remdts obt.aincd, iL is concluded [hut the ef~cct.of tiirpla ne
pitch on the wing load cannob hc sprcifwd by static nmrgin
alone. ._

Center-of-gravity position,— Inspection of figure 34 indi-
cates that, for a given configuration, the alkwiation (lUC to
pitch varies almost. directly with t.hu ccntcr-of-gravil.y posi-
tion. The rate of change of pitch eflcct with cent.cr-of-
gravit.y position is rougldy indepcndenb of h mnfigurat ion
for the conditions anrdyzcd and depends mainly on tho gusk
gradient distance.. For a gust. with n gradient. die.lance of
8 chcdi, figure 34 indicates that a l-prrccnt change in mn(~ir-
of-gravity position gives a l-percent, c.hango in load factor.
The change in load is doulkl for the gust with a gmdicul
dkt a.nc~ of. 16 chords and aboul halved for a sharp-edge gusL.

The results shown in figure 34, which arc for a singlo wtluc
of the mass parameter, and those pmsorstcd in figure 36
indicate that the effcch oi piLch on the gust lmLd fmhr will
inc.rcase as the mass parameter is incrcftscd. 15igure 30
shows that for a nmss parameter of 10 a l-pmwnt change in
center-of-gravity posit ion reprwcnt.s a-bout n I -pwcenl.
change .in load factoi”; whereas tripling tIN: mass pmwmc@r
to a value of about 30 incrcascs the rate of chmge in the total
wing-load incremel~t 2 pc.rccnt for each ]-prrmnt shifL in
center-of-gravity position.

The tailless airplane for which calculations were rnadc had
a mass parameter of about 26, and a 1}i-pcrccnt. incrcmc in
load for a l-percent rearward movement of Lho ccn[.er of
gravity. for 8 chords was indica.tcd (fig. 38 (n)), which is in
fair agreement with the. curves shown in figure 34 for the
convenLiontd airplane. Although the analysis is crude, the
re.dts indicate that, for both the conve.n[ionttl and (millcss
airpkmcs, the effect of the center-of-gravity position k a.bmlL
the same. Consideration of figure 34 indimtw [hat, although
the center of gravity is significant. in de[mmining llm cluulgcs
in load on the airplane, the center-of-gravity posi~ion is no t
significtint .in setting the absolute lCVC1of the to hd load ftir
any pa;ticulttr airphtne.

Tail Volume.—The two middle lines of figure 34 fur
approximately equal tail volume indicate that lhis quan(ity
by it.sdf is not of prime importtmco. Inspect.ion of Lhr resuhs
for a g@ient distance of 8 chords shgws that for equal tujl
volumes but different tail lengths a varifttion of 10 pmmnL
in t.hc effect of piLch on the ttpplicd wing load incrcnwn( cm
be obtained for a given static nmrgin. For similar conditiutw
ancl a gust with a gradient distance of 16 chords, thu chtt.nge
in load incryrnent is aboub 20 pcreent. A clmnge in ttiil
volume obtmned by increasing t.hc tttil length aIld reducing
the tail arm results in highw loads on lhe airplane.
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The results shown in figure 34 for the same static marg@
indicate that the change in tail area does not. yield signifi-
cant mmiations in Ioad: whereas the change in tail length
results in a significant modification of the amount, of wing
load imposed on the airplane. The data thus indicate thatt,
for the maximum alleviation of load by means of pitch of the
airplane, a short. taiI length and large tail area appear to be
most beneficial, although the combination wiI1 probably
lead to an uncomfortable ride due to the violent pitching
motion of the airplane. The use of a small area with a short
t nil length will yield results not. too different, although the
reduction of damping in pitch may emphasize the pitching
osciIIat ion to the detriment of passenger comfort and con-
trol of the airplane in continuous rough air.

On the basis of these analytical results, it-is concluded tlmt
the tail volume is a secondary fact-or in establishing the level
of wing load. The results indicate that- the Larger the tail
length for a given st at ic. margin the greater the load imposed
on the wing. For a gradient. distcmce of 8 chords the effect.
on the total wing loacl due to the various elements of con-
figuration can vary from 10 to —20 percent.

Piioting and continuous rough air.—Previoua analytical
and experimental studies were made for a single gust isolated
in space and with ele-rater fised; whereas airplane flights are
in continuous rough air with a piIot modifying the reactions
of the airplane. Although there are few avaiIable data cowr-
ing this condition, on the basis of statistical analysis, signfi-
cant differences have been found to exist between pilots and
between airplanes of the same type. The effect of different
pilots was as much as 20 percent and differences between
airplanes were 5 to 10 percent.. It appears from these results
that. the pilot. is more important than the variation between
airplanes of the same type in determining the loads applied to
the airplane. The variation due to both factors is estimated
to average 15 percent.

little or no correlation between the ma.xinmm angldar
motions of an airplane and the maximum loads in the same
traverse has been found. 11 was found in another flight.
test that one pilot mo~ed the controls five times as often as
another pilot and no significant dtierence in the loads im-
posed -was found. These resuhs led to the conclusion that
the effect of the pilot. on the imposed load is due to his past
actions and is not dwectly reIated to the effect of any single
gust-.

At the present time the question of the efiect of piloting
and airplane mot ion in continuous rough air on the predic-
tion of gust load factors is only being approached. The
redeeming feature a.t present is the fact that, the evacuation
of flight load experience under actual operating conditions
wiII incIude piloting effects for the airplanes tested. The
question still to be. answered is whether data on piloting
effects taken in the past on older types of airplanes me -ralicl
for modern high-speed airplanes flown by pilots with different
training and with airplanes designed for different require-
ments of flying qualities and stability.

Unsymmetrical gusts and airplane response.—tittle is
known concerning the response of airphmes under the ac~i~g.
of a gust which strikes only one ting. The onIy material _ __~
available is empirical in character and has been previously
presented in this report in connection with the stuclies of _
gust structure. In that, materiaI it was indicated that. .__=
calculation by a. simplified method, neglecting the alle~g- ___

tion effects of motion, would have to be adequate until
more information concerning the signi6cant parameters and __
the motions of the ai.rpla.ne is obtained.

Horizontal taiI loads.—The results given in figure,.. 37..
indicate that the static margin and the tail volume are not
of primary import ante in the determination of tail load.
The data indicate a reasonably ordered Tariation of tafi . . .
load with cent er-of-gravity position. The magnitude of _.
the tail load varies rapidIy with gradient c&@ce, the _.
variation mnging from about 50 percent for a gradient @is- ___
tante of O chorcls to O percent for a gradient diet ante of 16
chords. Inspection of tables X11 (a), S11 (b), and S11 (c]
indicates that. the decrease is due mainly to the increasing
import ante of the effect of pit ch-mgle increment. as the –
gradient distance is increased and due to the fact ~hat ““the
tot al tai.I load is composed of cme kwge term due to the gust, .._
to which is adcled many small contributions from various
sources which ma-y be of either sign. The net result. is that
the taiI load is, in many cases, smaIl and equal to some of the
small components. The calculation of the tail lqad thus “.
requires an extremely high degree of accuracy in order to
obtain an accurate answer.

& previody noted, the material presented in i&ure 37
and table .S11 shows the tail load at the time of maximum
airplane acceleration. It is thought that the maximum tail ._
load may result from a diilermt sized gust than that which. ... . .
is critical for the wing or it may occur at a difTerent time
than at maximum acceleration. In view of the many un-
certainties in the calculation of taiI loack due to gusts, it.
has been suggested from time to time that the tail loacl be
caIctiatecl as the increase in lift. due to the gust alone mul-

tiplied by the factor 1–~. ~ slightly clfiment concept

would be to assume the gust velocit.y equal to about half
that. on the wing.

The few experirnenkd data that. me available from flight
tests appear to be in essential agreement with the preceding
suggestion. Table XJ7 indicates tha ~the ratio of t he effective
gust velocity on the tail as determined from tail-load measure-
ments t.o the effective gust velocit,y for the wing is equal to
0.53 and 0.64 for the .S13-15 cmd O-2~ airplanes, respectively.
!l?he results compare favorably with an estimated value for

ln the case of the canarcl airplane, inspection of the data in
table XIT’ indicates that for a gust with a gradient. distance
of 8 chords the effects of pitch and vertical motion cancel so
that the total stabilizer load is appro-ximately equal to the
load that would be imposed on the tail surface due to the gust
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alone. I?or the longer gradient distance of 17.5 chords, the
cancellation is not complete, and the total tail load amounts
to about two-thirds of the tail load resulting from the action
of the gust. I?or the practical case, calculations of the hori-
zontal t,aiI load for ca.narcl airplanes might bc based on the
lift due to the change in angle of attack resuhing from the
gust if both the vertical motion ancl pitching motion of t,~e
airplan~ are neglected.

In summary, the available results indicates that it is not
possible by means of detailed calculations to obtain an
acc umte estimate of the horizontal tail load due to the action
of the gus ft. The tail load on the horizontal surfaces can be
best estimated as the t~il load due to the gust alone multip-

lied by the factor.,l–d~. For the canard airplane, the

downwash factor woukl be assumed to be zero.
Vertical tail loads,—The suggestion has been made that

alleviating effects be neglected in the calculation of vertical
tail loads due to the action of sid~ && “On thk” basis,
the effcctive gust .veIocity for the vellical tail would be
related to the vertical velocity for the wing by the relation

The experimental data in talk XV show excellent agreement
between the ratio of effective gust velocities and the recip-
rocal of the acceleration ratio. The relation given is equiva-
lent to the calculation of the vertical taiI load for a true gust
velocity with no alleviation due to unsteady-lift effects or
airplanc motion. The suggestion appears satisfactory and
it wouId presumably also apply to the vertical tail on the
canard airplane.

Steady lift in contrast to unsteady lift.-Consideraticm
of the equations of mo Lion for steady and unsteady flow
indicates that the use of st.eady-ff ow lift functions for gen-
eralized studies of gust-load problems is not warrantecl.
The ratio of the “steady-flow” acceleration to the “unsteady-
flow” acceleration in the same gust is ~

where C is the unsteady lift, coefficient for a gradient gust.
For infinite mass parameter, the ratio of accelerations varies
from infinity for zero gradient distance (C=!3 at H=O) to
1.0 for infinite gradient distance (steady fbiv, C= 1.0).
The variation with mass parameter would not be so drastic
because it affects only the alleviation term, but, since the
integral in the cienorninator contains an unsteady-lift func-
tion, considerable deviation would bc expected at small
values of mass parameter. Therefore, the trends indic.atcd
by steady-flow calculations are not necessarily expected to
be those for unsteady lif t calculations.

The cahmlat MI results shown in figure 38. (b), in which the
unsteady-lift functions for xl=6 ancl ~ were utilized, in-
dicate the importance of unsteady-lift-curve shape at large
gust-gradient distances. As indicated in the figure, for_

gradient distance of about 18 chords, the substitution of
unsteacly-lift functions of aspect rntio 6 fur those of aspoc[
ratio w changed the calculated acceleration inc’rcment by 50
percent.. It is apparent that, in the case in which the
pitching motion of the airplanm is signifietin[ and the de-
tailed response of the airplanc is to be cakwlat cd, minor
ch~ngwiy the unsteady-lift funct ions themsclvcs can hwd LO
serious discxepa.ncies. The neglect of unstrady-]ift relntious
should involve more radical deviations t lmn the subst it u1ion
of one unsteady-lift function for snot her and does not tipp{’nr
to be valid.

Gust shape,—Figure 40 shows that the sinusoidal gusL
can be substituted for the triangular gust. with a snmll
relative error. The curves indicate that the rclalivo error
is about 2 percent. for a range of mass parametc~r from 5 tu. 80,
with the absolute error varying from 5 Lo abou 1.8 prrcent
high. T~~e results indicate, therefore, that. the trends prr-
dicted for the one gust shape should apply cqunlly w(*11to W
other gust shape.

(lalculated and experimental results. --Irwpcc.tion of flgwc
28 indicates that., for the case in which the pitch ofloc[s arr
negligible, the scatter in computing the acwclerntion ratio
appears to be random ancl the cxperimcnhd rw.ults full &
each side of the calcula Led curve. Some of tho scatter noted
is caused by pitching of the rnodcl and sonw is undoubtedly
caused...by clifficultics in making the experinwntal memurc-
ments. (2J1the who]e, the mlrulat ed rc.suits appear to ngrm
in a satisfactory manner with expcri tnent. Similar figrm’-
ment “is indicated in figures 35, 38’”(a), 38 (b), and 32 for
H= O where pitch is considered m’ghgiblr. It is l.wlicvcd,
therefore, on the basis of these results, that. ihc unsteady-
lift functions, the slope of the lift. curvp, and similar itums
ins’olved in the ca.hmlat ions are known with an accuracy
comparable to that for other elements of gust-load ctdculti-
tions.

For gradienL dist.an~es other thml zero o.r for [hose CMCS
in which the pitch is a factor, the diswepa nr’iw be Lwecu
calculation and expmiment become larger M the gradicut
distance increases until, as indicated by figure 35, the mrors
are serious for gradient distances of 16 to 20 chords. In thr
case of both the conventional airplanw (fig, 35) and tl](!
canard airplane (fig. 38(b)), the maculations for the longcr
gust-gradien~ distance me uncowervat ivc and lm.1 t! smttllcr
predicted load factors. In the case of thu hlillcss airphuw
(fig. 38(E)} the calculated values arc in good agrewncnL.
Consideration of the clat a presented in iig!lrc32, in which the
effect of pitch has been neglcctcd in the mlmdationsl imlicatw ,
that the neglect of.pitch for the longer gust-grmlicy Ldist anccs
wiIl be conservative. The good ngrcmuent, for ihe [aillcss
airpl~.ne (fig. 38(a)) at all grtidicnt clisttiuccs compnred wi (b
the variation in agreenmnt bet.wccn Cahwlation aIMl Wq)~lri-

meht for the other cases indicate.s thtit the introduction of the
tail surface and possibly the fuselagc has much h do with ~hCI
adequa<v of the detaikd caleultd iol~ of airplane rmponsc Loa
gust. The errors indicated for the kmgcr gust-grndicm[
distances as compared with the sharper gust indicate thtit the
pitch efkct is probahly the lcfist. accura h’]y predict cd quRn-
tit y and, therefore, leacls to the errors noted.

From the results obtained it appears tbaf. [lM wing lom.i due
to a gust. can be calculated within 10 percent for gradirnt
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distances up to 10 chords. The accuracy in any individual
case or for large gradient distances cannot be estimt ed
bemuse of pitch and secondary effects that maybe sigticant
but are not recognized until test results are a-raiIable. Minor
changes in variables such as dowmvash can lead. to serious
variation of numerical results, and the estimation of loads by
detded or extensive calmdations is not of su.flicient. accuracy
to warrant much confidence in the results.

ELASTW-AIRPLANE REAC~IONS

Since the Ioacls imposed when airpla.nes encounter gusts are
applied suddenly, the d~amic response of the airplane
structure has been of concern since the initiation of gush-load
studies. .A number of stuclies (references 2 and 35 to 40)
have been made at various times to evaluate the importance.
of clynarnic response and of the various parameters invo~ved.
In 1939, projected airphfne designs indicated that. dyriamic
response might be of concern and an analytical and experi-
mental study was undertaken. The results of this instig-
ation are presented in reference 38.

In this section the resulks obtained in reference 38 are
summarized as weIl as some results from unpublished studies.
The signi6cance of dynamic response and the importance of
the various parameters in produci~~ dynamic responses in
airplane st ruct nres are of chief concern.

?$SETHODS

ThP malytical method de-reIoped in reference 3S was to
reduce the airp~ane structure to an “equivalent.” biplane
whose upper wing had the same motion as the original wing
tip ancf, by using an effective damping factor instead of
unsteady-lift functions, to obtain two simultaneous linear
differential equations. The equivalent biplane, in which
the upper wing is connected by springs to the Iower wirg-
fuselage combination, is acljusted so that the components
have the same motions as the wing tip and fuselage of the
airplane under stucly. The equivalent system must include
the proper distribution of aerodynamic forces as well as
inertia and elastic forces. The deflection of the upper wing
of the biplane is taken as a measure of dynamic stress- The
dynamic+treas ratio is defined as the ratio of dynamic to
stat ic wing-tip deflections. The static deflection is com-
puted in the same manner as for normal design by including
inertia effects but neglecting aerodynamic damping clue to
vibration of the upper w@w.

The spring constant, equivalent masses, and aerod~mnic
damping for the equivalent system are calculated so that
the static and tibration characteristics of the origina~ W@
are represented. In general, the folloming conditions are
to be satisfied:

1. The tot d mass of and the total load on the equivalent
bipIane shoulcl be identical with those of the original airplane.

2. The upper wing should deflect under the equivalent.
static load the same amount. as the original wing tip under
its corresponding stat ic-loacl distribution.

:3. The natural frequency of the equivalent system should
be the same as that of the ori@nal -w@.

4. The kinetic energy of vibration of the upper wing
should closely appro.xhnate that of the original wing for the
same tip amplitude of vibration.

5. The damping coefficient of the upper wing should rep- __
resent, at. least up to peak load, the dampirg of the motion
of the original wing.

The shape of the forcing function used in the calcuhttiofi
of reference 38 was obtained from accelerometer records ‘“
of gust-tunnel tests of diflerent models by subtracting the ‘-
computed acceleration increment. due to -rert ical motion.
This procedure was followed since the prediction of airplane
reactions as affected by stability and other factors is of. .....
doubtful accuracy, as preciously noted. For representative
gust, sizes (~=0 to H=20 chords) it. was founcl in reference
38 that. a curve of the form ~te-fi~ was a good representation.
The forcing function for the compIete airplane was then
divided so that. the upper wing of the equivalent biplane
would have the same static deflection as the original wing tip.

In addition to and as a check on the method of calcula- . .
tion, tests were made in the lLangley gust tunnel with a model
having two wings of different. frequencies. The wing deflec-
tion and fuselage acceleration were the primary quantities
measured. The model used is show-n diagrammatically in
&ure 42 and its characteristics together with the test
conditions are given in table XYI.

For each of the two wing frequencies teats were made at.
one forward speed ancl three gust sizes. Tme histories of
pitch, acceleration increment of the fuselage, and wing
deflection were obtained. SO* results of the tests are shown
in figure 43, in which the maximum wing-tip deflection per
unit acceleration increment. is plotted for one wing as a”
function of gradient distance.

Emery kn~e edqe....

*’
....-“”

FIGc?m 42.-Di8graru of knife edge, struts, snd fuselsgesprfrsgof &t model.

FIGURE 43.-Con@.rfson of ddated ond experfmesstrdmlues of ratio of msxfmum wfrrg-
tip-deflectionfnerement to maximum occeIeretIorfincrementforehengefngradIencdtstroxe.
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I

(a) Model A,conditionl. (h) ModelA, condicion2.

(c) Mode113,condition I. (d) .Mod61C, crmditionl.

[e) Model D,conditionl. (f) Model TLcondition2.

~ICIUltE44-Vmintion ofratioofmaxhnum dyrmmicresponse tostaticresporrse with grndIentdIstrmoo.
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The analytical procedure described in reference 38 was
utilized to compute the response of the system when damping
of the motion is included and when aerodynamic damping
is neglected. The results have been included in figure 43
for comparison with experiment.

AKALYTTCAIISTUDY

In orcler to determine the effect. of the various pcmamet ers
on dynamic response, a series of calculations -was made at
three gust-gradient distances for four airphmes. The charac-
teristics of the airplanes, which were- designated as A, B, C’,
and D, are given in table Xl’’II. The pararnet ers studied
were the wing st~ness, airplane weight, and forward speed;
and alI damping was neglected. The gust velocity was not
varied since ratios of dynamic to static conditions were
utilized, and it- was not a factor for linear equations. The
conditions used in the calcu.lat ions are given in table XW1.

The calculated results for each airplane of the maximum
deflection ratio, wing-tip acceleration ratio, and fuselage
acceleration ratio are shown in figure 44.

DISCUSSIO~

Inspection of the resuhs of figure 43 indicates, in general,
that dynamic response is overestimated when damping is
neglected; whereas the inclusion of damping leads to fair
agreement with the esTerimen{al restits. The restdts ob-
tained were not sufEciently accurate to provide an absoIute
check of the calculation. The results do inclicate, however,
that. the calculations give a fair prediction of the ratio of
maximum wing cleflection to ma--imurn fuselage acceleration.

Time histories given in reference 38 but not shown herein
indicate that the method of calculation did not predict cor-
rectly the amplitude of the wing oscillations after passing
the peak load. The result. is due in part to the fact that the
damping co.efficierit was adjusted to give a good estimate for
the first wing motion and would be overestimated for the
subsequent vibratory motion. Putnam (reference 39) at-
tempt ecl to resolve this ditliculty when he extended the
met hod of reference 38. &other possible factor is that the
sirnplificat ions used are still too drastic. Other results
(reference 3S) indicate that the use of a constant damping
factor is reasonable if its magnitude is adjusted for the
average effect of unsteacly Iift.

Inspection of figure 44 indicates that the daynamic-stress
ratios &ma=/&land wing-tip acceleration ratios D8wm=/An,moz

increase as the gradient. clishmce decreases. Recent cal-
culat ions for more modern aircraft bear ou~ this result and
indicate that elastic response is becoming increasingl-y im-
portant. The fuselage acceleration ratio ~6Jm=/Anr_ did

not appear to clifFer greatly from 1.0 and does not appear to
be seriously affected by gust size.

The cidcu]at ions shown in figure 45 for the effect. of wing
stifbess on the dynamic-stress ratios indicate that, at the
“mit ical” gradient dist ante of 10 chords, the high-frequency
wing shows a cl-ynamic-stress ratio of 14 percent. below the
lo-w-frequency wing. Further analysis is needed before a
definite conclusion can be reached that a reduction of wing
frequency by changing wing stiffness tends tq increase the
dynamic-stress rat io at any gradient distance.

The results given in figure 46 ihstrate the variations of the .__.
three ratios due to increasing the forward ~eIocity of model
C horn 200 to 400 miles per hour. The increase in velocity
together with the corresponding increase in the rate of appli-
cation of the gust load would appear to result in an increase

in the dynamic-stress ratio. Figure 46, however, shows that - ‘-
the dynamic-stress rat io does not vary much as the speed
increases and this Iack of variation is thought to be caused
partly by the increase in aerodynamic damp~g with speed. ~ .
AIthough the results for the fuselage acceleration ratio show
lit tle effect of speed, the wing-tip acceleration ratio increases ‘“’ ‘-
from about 1.8 to 2.5 as the speed is doubled.

FIG~E 45.-Effeci of changeof wingfrequency due to changeof stfEnesS. Model A, condi-
tions 1and 2.

FIGCRE4.–Variationsofratioawithcfrongainforwardrelocity. ModelC,
conditions1,2,3,snd4.
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The calculations for model D were made to show the effect
on the dynamic-stress ratio of a change in flight condition
from normal gross. weight, to overload gross weight... l’able
XVII shows that the forward velocity is different in the two
cases, but consideration of the foregoing discussion may jus-
tify the assumption that speed has a negligible effect. .on the
findings. The results are given in figure 47 with dynamic-
stress ratio plott ccl as a function of the gradient distance of
the gust. A reduction in wing frequency brought abont by
the addition of mass is shown to result in an increase in
the dynamic-stress ratio.

Avtiilable information on repeatecl gusts such as given in
t.able IV has been used (reference 38) to ““detwmine tho
dynamic effects on wing deflection in repeated gusts. The
following tal.ie (from reference 38) indicates the dynamic-
deflection ratios for two gusts of given intensity spaced 25
chords aparfi. Also given in the. table are the deflection ratios
for the single gusts of greater igtfmsity.which !lays tlw same.
prolmhility of occurrence as the sequence of two gusts used.

- 2!?’;”””””‘

The variation in the results indicates that the dynamic-
stress rntios for a repeated grist should be inveatigat wI. The
results also indicate that these dynamic-stress ratios are
probably not much greater than those cleteymined for a single
gust Iiliely to be encountered in flight.

CONCLUDINGRE.MARKS CONCERNINGELASTIC-AIRPLANEREACTIONS

study of nvailable results and unpublished data indicates
that dynamic response is becoming of greater importance
wit h modern advances in airplane design. As ,mass tends to
be distributed along the wing, more exact solutions are needed
and! until the various factors such as unsteady-lift functions!
inertia terms, elastic co.nshmts, and the spa nwise gust distri-
bution are known more exactly, such calcuhttions should be
utilized on a relat ive basis. Although new and more elaborate
methods of calculation me maihtble, serious problems still
remain as b the basic aerodynamic and elastic coefficients,

OPERATING STATISTICS

A knowledge of gust structure and methods for computing
airplane reactions is insufficient for gusL-load calculations
without knowing the conditions for which load calculations
are required. Thus, in order to solve. th~ practical problem
of loacl prediction, the gusts that. airplanes encounter and the
operating con ditions (speed, weight., altitude, and, perhaps,
center-of-gravity position) that are likely to exist at the time
iho gust is encount wed must be known. The fact. that the
source of load, the atmospheric gust, is of a fairly random
character and that the operating conditions vary widely
make it impractical to predicL the exact loads and the asso-
ciated conditions thnt are experienced by a given airplane
during its lifetime.

METHOD

The general method of obtaining the desired informs Iio~~
has been to install instruments i.n t-rircrafLancl to record [heir
aperientes and operating conditions withcm L interfwing
with rout ine practices. Three promdurcs have Lecn used:
The instalhttion of simple instruments such M tlw NACA
V-G recorder giving broad covwagc M to route, tiirplttnr
type, and time but no detailed in fornmt ion, thc insta]lnt ion
of special instrumentation for a very limited period of t imr
to obtain information on a particuhw quantiLy iu detail, nncl,
finally, the insttdlat ion of fairly claborat c instrumcnlti[ioll
cent rolled by art observer to obtain m much cirtailwl clat H as
possibhifm severtd quantities during one or mom flight~.

The NACA V-G recorder (reference 4) records on a
smolied glass plate the normal accek!rat ion as a funclio!l Of

the. ahspeecl aL which it was imposed. In use} n record pla[e
is left in the instrument during operations and the resultirg
clear areas on the glass represents an rnvclope of aec&ru-
tions and airspeeds espcrienced by the tiirplanc.

Standard NACA photographically recording inst rumrn[s
m motion pictures of inclicat ing instrumcnLs arc used fur
more de failed measurements.

---
SCOPE OF DATA

The characteristics and p~rtinrnL dirnrnsions of tramqmr[-.
I airplanes for which gust statistics have been collcctcd arc

given in table XITIi. The listed values of Lhc limiL loacl-
fact.or increment due. to gusts, the high sped in level flight,
and the placard do-not.-excccd speed were obtained whrn
possible from official sources. For the older airplancs where
the design conditions differed from modern rcquirrrm-m 1s, WC
pertinent speeds and load factors were rccompu 1MI ~~ccording
to referimc!e 1 in order to. plain all tllL’ cht! rnr[vrislics on n
compaxabIe basis.

Tab16 XIX is a summary of t.ho conditions invcsLigatwi
and inc~udes the routes, periods co-rcrcd, and the timolmt of
data ob~ained. The. operations hti VC’been sulxlividcd into
prewar, -&mtime, and postwar periods. For the prewar and
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wart ime periods information was obtained with the V-G
recorder, but. for the post war period sufficient. IT–G recorcls
are not awtilable. Special studies of speed and Mach
number variations are avdable and some of the results
have been included. The material covered in table XIX does
not inchxde W the data obtained since scattered V–G data
of insufficient scope for analysis have been disregarded.

STATISTICAL METHODS

The random character of gusts and -the lack of control
owr flight conditions have resulted in the uaa of statistical
methods of analysis to smooth data, to eliminate improper
weighting, to extrapolate results, and to place data from
different sources on a comparable basis. The basic data in
most cases are a count. of the values of a quantity according
to magnitude. Site the application of statistical methocls
to gust loads is fairly recent, the mass of data collected
earlier offers some difticuhies because the requirements of
statistical analysis were not considered in their collection.

Pearson type 111 probability distribution curves (see ref-
erences 41 and 42] have been ut&ed in the analysis on the
assumption that. they adequately represent the data on operat -
ing statistics. The curve is determined by three parameters:
the mean value, the standard deviation, and the coefficient
of skewness. In general, the goodness of fit has been based
on engineering judgment rather than any test procedure.

.b important problem in the study of the frequency of
exceeding the larger values of load or speecl under operating
conditions is the determination of whether observed or esti-
mated differences in frequencies between sampIes are reaI or
represent limit ations of the data. ATOsatisfactory test. for
thii purpose has been found, but a 5:1 ratio of frequencies
has been used in reference 43 as an engineering measure. If
the differences are less than this criterion, real differences
may exist but are considered too srnaIl to be determined
from t-he a-raiIable data.

A serious limitation in the analysis of operating statistics
exists since the results are used to predict future operating
e.sperience. If no extraneous factor enters, such as changes
in design rules, operating regulations, or the introduction of
newer airpkmes, then the prediction may be satisfactory.
Such changes as, for example, the shift. from prewar to post-
war operations may lead [O some uncertainty as to the ap-
plicability of a prediction. Predictions assume that the
trend in the data has not been affected by new factors.
(No method yet is available for evaluating or detecting the
effect of changes in the data now used.)

Other questions that occur in statistical analyses arise in
connection with the existence or incIusion of data from two
different regions or populations as part of the same sample,
the presence of absolute and physical boundaries that can-
not be exceeded, the effect of extraneous variables, and the
effectt of graduaJ transitions from one region to another.
The presence of such limitations can have serious resndts as
far as the signi6cance of the results ia concerned and such

effects cannot alwa,ys be evaluated or separated. An example
of the effect. of clifferent regions might. be the combination
of acceleration data involring flight beIovr maximum lift
coefficient and flight above ma..um lift coefficien~.
The aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane and its
behavior in the two regions are entirely dtierent. Thus,
a sample that. combines such data does not offer an adequate
means of predicting future expectations of a given accelera-
tion except. for the conditions of the originaI data, since any
deri~ed cur-res are a composite of two independent sets
and therefore the prediction can only apply to the same
combination.

RESULTS

V-G data.-llom the individual IT-G records that are
summarized in table XIX, frequency clistrnbutions of the
maximum acceleration increment. An_, the ma..xiruum speed
T’”=, and the speed ‘T’Oat which maximum acceleration
increment vias experienced have been compiled for the vrar-
time and prewar periods. The statistical parameters—the
mean, the standard deviation and the skewness-are given
in table .X.X, which also irdudes the values of l-o.=, An.-,

and T“==recorded during the period under consideration.
The parameters of the Pearson type 111 curves given ki

table IX ha-re been used to obtain the flight mile: to exceed
the specified values of a selected quantity. The transforma-
tion from probability to flight miles was performed through
use of a nominal cruising speed and the average flight- hours
per T7-G record. Table SS1 gives the flight miles to exceed:
(1} the limit load-factor increment., (2) the placard speed
of the airplane, and (3) an acceleration increment corre-
sponding to encountering a gust with ~n effecti~e gust
velocity of 3’i.5K feet. per second at the most probable
value of ~“o, _t”P. The probable speed I“n has been included
in table XXI as a fraction of the high speed in level flight ~’~:

Time-history data.—Time histories from the special inws-
tigat ions of the postwar period have been evzduated to obtain
the flight miles to exceed the placard speed, the probable
speed of flight for each sample, and the distribution of
airspeed. Because of the liited duration of the samples,
each sampIe was read to obtain the ma.timum speed during
a fked interval of time (6 to 10 rein) and the resulting
frequency distributions were then used to obtain the fight
miles to exceed the placa.rd speed. The results are included
in table X.X1 and in figure 48. ‘F~e 48 presents the
percent of total flight. time spent at. speeds equal to or greatei-
than any selected fraction of the high speed ~“.. The
probable speed noted in table X!= for airplanes E and F
is the probable speed of flight and is not., as in the case of
other airplanes, the probable speed at which maximum
acceleration will occur. ~ simple analysis in which the
-relocit y-aecelerat ion envelopes were synthesized from the
speed-frequency-distribution data and the gust-frequency
data of reference 9 indicated that the probable speed for
maximum acceleration was about ().03~”L greater than the
probable speed of fight.

.

—

.-
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FIGURE48,—l%ctfonofflighttimespentatspeedsequaltoorgreaterthanselsetodvsluesduringairlineomrntions.

The data obtained have ako been evahated according to
flight condition to obtain curves of the flight hours required
in cIimb, cruise, and descent to exceed given values of speed.
Figure 49 is typical of the results obtained for airplane E.

Disturbed motions.—l?rorn the data obtained in the
special invcstigatione a statistical study has been made of
other qua.ntit,ies of interest in guskloa.d studies, euch as the
effects of disturbances on the relative frequency distribution
and the fraction of the time. spent in rough air.

Some question h~~ arisen as to the. effect of the seIecttcl
datum on the frequency distributions obtained in continuous
rough air. This question is pm-t.ly answered by the tests
reported in reference 9 on one of the roughest flights with
the XC–3 5 airplane where dw relative gust-frequency dis-
tribution was determined by using a disturbed datum rind
an arbitrary 1 g datum. The. results of the stucly are given
in figure 50.

Camera records of the pilot’s instrument pand in the
XC-35 airplane have been evaluat.ed to obtain the relative
frequency” of ocwurre.ncc of the maximum total vmiat ions
in the txngular displacements of the XC-35 airplane during
separate traverses through clouds. The results are. sum-
marized in figure 51 as the relative frequency of exceeding
selected values of ymving, rolling, and the pit thing displac.e-
merits and the rate of turn. lt should be noted in considering
this figure that the quant it.y plotted is the. sum of the. masi-
mum positive and the maximum negative values recorded
during each cloud traverse.

Path. ratio.—The available data for prewar transport
operation given in reference 9 indicntc (Im L the path ratio
(the miles of rough air divided by tho total miles ilown)
varied from 0.24 to 0.0.06 for c]iffcrent. routes in Lhe ~~nihx]
States a.!m-labroad and bad an average value of 0.1. Sitwc,
on the average, 500/2 gusts with an eflcwtivu gusL. scldcity
greater than 0,3 foot per second are cnrounkwd per mile of
rough air (reference 9) ~ the numbm of gusts t.ha[ will IJU
encountered on the average during the Iifl*limr of an tlir-
plane can be estimated. hTo path-ratio data two availnldc
for postwar opera.t ions. Attemp[s to obtain such data frwn
the indirect evidence of V-G records lead to erroneous results.

DISCUSSION

Applied acceleration increments,— For thr prmwtr prrimll
table XXI shows a wide sca.ttw in the flight- miles 10 cxcccd
the limit ar.deration incrmmmt.. The. valum vmy by a
factor of abouL 300. A wwiation by a factor of .42 occurs
for the same type of airphmr opera.t cd on diffvrcnt roulcs by
different. airlines. In four out of six samples, (}N flighl milm
to .exce~d the limit acceleration incrcrnrnt would be greater
than 13 million, or, if a cruising speed of 200 mih’s pm hour
is assumed, it might be e.xpectcd that the limit load far[or
would be exceeded about once on the awmngc in every
60,000 hours of flight.

The data for the wartime period d.o not show as much
variation of flight miles and tht’ varirtt ions do noL ftppww
significant within t.haLgroup. In comparison wit-h the prewar
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operations, however, the flight. miles to exceed Iimit
acceleration ha~e consistently decreased; this fact indicates
that the pressure of the emergency on wartime commercial
operations result ed in hi@er imposecl loacls on the airplane.

Atmospheric gustiness .-The flight. miles to exceed the
acceleration increment corresponding to an effective gust
velocity of 37.5K feet per second at the probabIe speed
(table .lXI) inclicat.e that the operational e.sperience on the
basis of a “gust intensit y“ shows much less scatter. The
spread in flight miles mm 15:1 for the prewar operations
ancl about 7:1 for the -wartime period. For prewar condi-
tions, when the data for @dane D on route J’ are neglected,
the scatter is within the arbitrary 5:1 criterion and, in com-
parison with the spread in flight rrdes for limit acceleration
incr@ment, indicates that. the di&ence imthe level of rough-
ness encountered on various routes is no L of engineering
concern. ~ similar observation is incIicat.ed for the wartime
period ahhough the smtdIer a-rerage flight. miles indicate
that flights dnring that. period were through more severe
west her conditions than for the prewar period.

In connection -with prewar data for airplane D on route V
of table SSI, the low value of flight miIes shomn may be
significant and indicates that- early trans-Pacific flights
encountered more severe meat her than was experienced
along other rout es. Ti%en the distances involved in trans-
pacific operations and the lack of -weather ships in this period
are com~iclered, more frequent accidental encounters with

---Count mahe wifh reference ?0 Ig Mum
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FIGmIIs3.-IuEuw.wof dfstnrbedmationof XC-35afrpk?aeonapperentmet freqtreney
distributioninreryroush8ir.

severe -weather might. be espected than for the tra.nsconti-
nent aI rout es or operations in more populated regions.

On the basis of the infornmt ion concerning the flight miles _=_=
to equal or exceed the acceleration increment corresponding
to 37.5K feet per second at the probable speed, the ~evel of
route roughness is conchIcled to be largely independent. of
the route, airplane, or operator. It is not possible at ihk- ‘---
time to state whether the maintenance of a constant level
of roughness is due to dispnt thing practices, meteorological
forecast~~ abilities, or both.

Frequency of encountering gusts.—The available data on
path ratio given in reference 9 indicate a Wide spread in
-dues obtained, and at. this time an average ~alue of 0.1
seems to be the best estimate avaiIable. Shce the path -
ratio is the proportion of the total miles flow that are spent
in rough air and the number of gusts per mi]e of ro@l- air ...
has been found to be essentially constant at 500F, the path
ratio can be defined as the actual number of gusts divided by
the total number e~ected if the total flight path were rough.
It should be noted that the path ratio defined by gust counts
depends on the threshold (in this case, the threshold is
0.3 fps). When used with a gust count. of 500,figusts per mile
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F1OURE51.—Relative frequeney with which eekwtedvafucsof anguIr+rmotions will be exweefedin rough air,

of rough air and the gust frequency distributions of figure 8,
the recommenclccl average wdue of path ratio can be used to
estimate the probability of an airplane encountering a gust
of any specified intensity.

Although no information is available as to the variation of
the number of gusts or path ratio with altitude, terrain, or
weather, the path ratio would probably decrease with
altitude.

Probable speed VP.—The determination of the miles to
exceed 37.5K feet per second at the probable speed showed
the flight miks to be relatively constant and, therefore, the
wide variations in the flight miles for limit load factor might
be ascribed to variations in the probable speed. (?n. this
basis, the results indicate that the probable speed is

important in determining flight miles to limit acceleration
increment,

The chit.tion the probable-speed ratio (t-able XX1) indisdc
a scatter in the speed ratios for a ny, given prriod, The speed
ratio for maximum acceleration increased froI.n. tho prewar
period to the postwar period for the same nirpl~ncs and
routes from an average value of 0.75 to about 0.86. IL qJ-
pems that the speed ratio might. be a function of [he route,
airline policy, and the airplane characteristics, but. no
conclusion can be drawn as to the significant paramctw
that determine the speecl ratio.

Although no data have been analyzed with regard to the
imposed gust loads for the post.wm period, on the basis of lhc
current design requiremcmts and if the hwcl of roughness is
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a~sume~ to remain the same as for the prewar periocl, the

imposed gust acceleration increment for a given number of
flight houra will be about 12 percent, higher on the average
for the postwar period than for the prewar period. AJter-
ruttivel-y, the increased probable speed for the postwar period
woukl result. in an appreciable decrease in the flight miles
to exceed a given acceleration increment-.

lWaximum speeds, —Inspection of figure 49 indicates that
the probability of exceeding a given -due of airspeed is a
function of the flighb condition. F~ure 49 indicates that
the descent is most important, and for one postwar airplane
the placard speed might be exceeded on the average about
once in 200 hours in descent. A simple sort&~ of the data
with regard to the smooth ah and rough air showed no
apparent effect of rough air on the speed tendencies.

For complete flight operations, the data given in table
SSI show that the flight miIes to exceed the placard speed
decreased from many miILions of miles cluring the prewar
period to about a quarter of million of miIes during the
postwar period. The reduction in the flight. miles to exceed
the placard speed for the postwar period is of considerable
sign$cance.

Speed-time distributions. —Figure 48 shows that. a rela-
t i-rely higher percentage of time is spent above high speed in
level flight than would be expected from estimates made by
airhne personnel, -which estimates have inclicat ecl a -ralue of
Iess than 1 percent. The high percentage may be due in
par~ to performance abilities of the airplanes in excess of
that inclicat ed by the regulated speeds or due to high-speed
descents at. the end of flights. TMiI further information is
obtained, the results in figure 48 might be assumed to be
represent at ive of postwar operations.

Disturbed motions,—Tolefson (reference 44) showed that.
the maximum angular displacements of an airpIane do not
correlate with the ma.xhmun intensity of gusts encountered
during a given run. The correlation coefficient between
the angular motions and the ma.xinmm gust intensity was
about 0.3. The disturbed motions may depend more on
the sequence of the gusts encountered than on. the intensity
of any indiviclua] gust encountered. The data cannot be
extended to other flight conditions ~cept by assuming
dynamiccdIy similar conditions.

Inspection of figure 51 (a) indicates that. the amplitude
of the rolling motion is much greater than either pitch or
yaw. SimiIar results are indicated in figure 51(b) for the
angular -w40cities. The data of figure 51 can be utilized, if
clynamicalIy similar airplanes ancl a constant. le-rel of at-
mospheric turbulence are assumed, to estimate the fraction”
of the airplane life flown before displacement.s or angdar
velocities of the airplane in ~Ycees of selected values are
experienced.

Relatively Iittle data have been obtained on angular
accelerations in rough air and the data for roll are discussed
iq the section about. gust. structure. Twenty-one values of
angular acceleration in pitch were available from flights of
the ~–l 5 airplane and show that the linear acceleration
increments at. the tail were O to 40 percent greater than the
ricceleration increment at the center of gravity. The aver-
age increase -was about 25 percent. If dynamically similar
airplanes are assumed, the resuIts can be &xpressed as an
average value of the angular acceleration in pitch for any -.
airplane as

dq 20 An
—=7dt

At present, exact estimations of the angular acceleration in
pitch are not possible.

—

The eflect of disturbed motions on imposed loacls is
appreciable a.ncl may affect. the frequency distribution by as
much as 50 percent (fig. 50). .i previously mentioned
analysis of piIoting effects that could be construecl m dE-
turbed motion inclicat ed a variation of some 20 percent in
the imposecl loacls. .AIthough such variations cannot be
predicted at this time, current methods of estimating loacls
consider this factor in that the measured flight. load experi-
ence includes such effects.

RJ%Ui@

A rhm~ of the more important ficlings under gust
structure, airplane reactions, ancl operating statistics is
included bemuse of the variety of subjects covered.

GUSTSTRT.?CTURE

The gust-gradient distance and gust size me largely
independent of weather, altitude, rmcl airpkme when ~
expressed in terms of the mean geometric chord. The
graclient distance for a vertical gust has a probable value of

..-. ....

10 to 14 chorcls for the higher gust intensities hnd is thti’- -
same for both spanwise and flight. clirections.

~—

The gust, shapes ~ary wiclely but triangular or sinusoidal
profiIes in the direction of fight seem good appro=simat ions.

ti approximation to the spanmise gust. profile for unsym-” “‘
metrical gusts would be a uniform clistribution on -which is
superimposed a linear variation of gust -relocity \\ith equal
and opposite gust intensities at each wing tip.

Gust spacing for use in estimating the number of gusts “‘
in rough air as a function of gust intensity is about 11 chords
for velocities above a threshold of 0.3 foot per second. The
spacing is independent of other factors.

Lateral, Iongitudina.1, ancl -rerticaI gusts have essentially ‘
the same characteristics.

The frequency distribution of gust intensities in rough air
is independent- of altitude and airplane when the gust
intensity is expressed in terms of indicated velocity.
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AIRPLANE REACTIONS

Aerodynamics, -Although the two-dimensional unst.eady-
lift functions yield the most satisfactory estimates of the
load increments due to gusts for conventional airplanes with
fuseIages, finite-aspect-ratio unsteady-lift functions appear
pertinenh for flying wings. For unconventional contiggra-
tions such as swept wirigs, strip theory with two-dimensional
unsteady-lift functions appears adequate.

The slope of tho lift curve for gust%~.d calculation can be
best estimated for engineering purposes by using,an arbitrary
section value of 6 per radian and simple aspect-ratio cor-
rections. For swept wings,” the best” estimate of lift-curve
slope is obtained by correcting the value. for the equiva.lent
straight wing by the cosine of the sweep angle.

Available information on compressibilhy effects intlcates
that the unsteady-lift functions }vould be only slightly af-
fected below the.. critical hlach number and would tend to
disappear for supersonic speeds. At this time, the use of
high-speed wind-tunnel data is suggested for estimating the
slope of the lift curve.

Rigid-body reactions, —lmalysis indicates that the mass
parameter is a significant measure of airplane reactions ancl
that t.hc use of net wing area rq@ts in b@ agreement
between wdculat.ion and experiment. Analysea neglecting
unsteady-lift effects are not considered adequate.

No one significant parameter of airplane stabflit.y for flighi
in gusty air has been found. The center-of-gravity position
is an important factor for a given airplane and arrangement
and t,ail volume have some-what less eflect. Comparison of
experimen~ and calculation shows that minor clifferences in
the constants usecl in calculation can vary the agreement
from good to poor. Det.i.iled calculations of airplane reac-
tions for estimating loads arc not warranted at this time
because the accuracy required is beyond the scope of present
information.

Available data on horizontal and vertical tail loads indi-
cate that detailed calculations of tail load are not warranted.
The lift on either tail surface due to a gust can bc estimated
apparently by utilizing a true gust swloeity and neglect.ing
the alleviating effects of unsteady lift and airplane motion
hut considering the downwmh.

Elastic-airplane reactions, —balytical and experimental
studies indicate that extcns”ive simplifications lead to unreal-
istic answers and more exact solutions are required as the
wing mass becomes a greater fraction of the total mass.

The effect of forward speed on elastic response was negli-
gible, but the wing-tip accelerations increased with speed.

It does not appear feasible to obtain generalized solutions
of dynamic response.

OPERATINGSTATISTICS

The average miles to exceed limit load factor varies widely
according to operator and period. A most important factor
in setting the level of load appears to be the probable speed—

that is, the speed at which maximum acceleration is most
likely to be experimced-since the gust. experience on all
routes was about the same. The probable-spccfi ratio
(ratio of probable speed to the high speed in level flight] is
increasing as ne~v airplanes are introducml \vilh a conscquen t.
reduction in the average number of flight. miles required to

exceed limit acceleration increment.
The flight miles to ~~ceecl the placard speed has dccrcased

for the newer types of airplanes.
The total number of gusts encountered by an airphttm

durir@s lifc is a function of the amount of rough air flown.
The amount of rough air is on the average abou~ 10 prrccnl
of the total mileage. The numl.m of gusts cncountrrcd in
rough air depends on airplane size and an avmagc figure
WOW be 500)5. gusts per mile greater than 0.3 foot pm-
second.

The disturbed motions of an airplane in gust,y air do not
correlate with the maximum gust. intcw:ities e..pcrhmcccl.
Results i~dicatc ‘&t the chsturbed motions Illu~ cltan~c i hc
loads in gusty air by 20 to 50 pwccnt.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The available information on gust lotids does no[. permit
the det.ermiuation of applied loads undw nctual oprra[ ing
conditions on an abso]u te basis. LaclI of information on gusL

statistics, the behavior of airplanes in rough air} tra nsienl.
aerodynamics, and operating conditions make such an cstinNl-
tion of doubtful accuracy. conscqucn(iy, fhc proc.cchuw has
been to transfer loads data from a refmmce airphnc to ncn-
airplanes by using avaikihlc lmowhdge of aircr~ ft. bch~lvim.
Stat.ist.ieal data on flight loads and gus~ expcricmw under
actual operating conditions are collrct cd in ordw Io. set the
level of loadin~ and “transfer” cocfficimts based on a
knowledge of airph!ne rcactio~l arc thcn rakwhkkd und
applied to new airplanes. ~Wormdical change in oprrn [ing
conditions or airplane cbarac t.erist it-s are msumcd [0 h
introduced. In addition, it is implied tlu~~ all airplanes arc
of the same general clmracter (convcn tional) and llJa[ [hc
relative loads for single isolatcd gusts arc a mmsurc of [hc
relative loads in a sequenre of gush. The imporlanl fcti-
t.ures and implications in this procedure arc that. Ihe stimc
procedures must bc used to evaluate 10M!s da[a us arc used
in loads calculations. ln addition, the promdure prcsufi-
poses no drastic change in uirplanc configuration. The use
of the same procedures of calm lation tends to clhuhmt o
errors that. are due to inability to predict airpkme rmc[ ions
on an absolute basis in that wroIs in 1h{’ rvaluatirm of lutids
data cancel those. in the eaktdntion of loads.

Extensive changes in configuration may bc a serious linli-
tat.ion tinci the ~roccdure rtssumcs in its genenll iippiica[ hm
that. t.!l, effect of pitch on gust loads is the same for all .air-
craft and t.ha t all aircraft. respond t.o t.hc smnc gusk (m fu nc-
tion of airplane size) to .~xpcriencc signifmml lode. Whcll
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new eofigurat ions such as tailless airplanes or canard air-
planes are considered, the load transfer must be based on the
relative motions of the reference airplane and the new air-
plane and not on the motions of the new airplane aIone. A
second element-gust selection—has not yet been resolved
but it would appear that tailIess airplanes, because of small
damping in pitch, canard airplanes, because of the adverse
tit ial p;t thing moment. in a gust, and swept-wing airplanes
might select some other ranges of gust sizes than those
selected by conventional aircraft. So far, no information is
available on this problem and it. can ordy be assumed that
mwiIable gust-structure data are adequate.

In some generalized solutions of load prediction, a further
restriction has been introduced by the substitution of wing
loading for mass parameter as a sigticant. variable. The
use of an tdIeviation factor based on such a substitution is
stfi further restricted by the assumption that all airplanes
have the same relation betweentig loading and mass param-
eter. hformation presented on the load transfer coeffi-
cient indicates that the load transfer coefficient has appreci-
able spread when this substitution is made and the spread
seems to be a function of airplane type and use since the dat a
can be grouped according to land transports, flying boats,
and personal airplanes. lf wing loading is used, therefore,
diflerent. relations should be considered accord~~ to airplane
class and use.

In cases where the dynamic response may be a factor, it.
should be considered as an amplifying factor for the incre-
mental loads whether for studies of large loads or repeated
loads. Dynamic response should be considered ORa relative
basis since the uncertainties in calculations due to lack of
knowledge and practical snnpltications have not been
resol-red.

Of the many related problems, that of gust-dletiating
systems is of great importance. Such systems are of particu-
lar interest in reclueing loacls and improtig riding comfort
for high-speed eircraft. The two problems may not have
compatible solutions since load reduction implies the reduc-
tion of stresses in all critical members without impairiig
other qualities of the airplane, whereas the improvement. h
riding comfort implies the reduction of airplane motions and
accelerations. Although the basic problem of reducing the
load due to a single gust is amenable to analysis, the relatecl
problems of maintaining other airplane qualities and of
determining alleviation in rough air introduce di%kndties.

Three funds.mental systems of gust. alleviation are a-railable
and consist. of changing airplane characteristics, aeroelastic
systems, and aeromechamical systems. - The first method
consists of emphasizing the pertinent characteristics of the
airpIa.ne, such as increasing the w_@ loading to reduce
accelerations, decreasing the slope of the lift curve (by use of

vents or sweep and by changing the aspect ratio), adjusting
the stability characteristics to obtain favorab~e response in .
rough air, or using free-floating flaps. Aeroelastic systems
generaIly involve torsional deflections of the wing due to
imposed loads. Such systems cm be designed by incorpor-
sting slant hinges or flaps operated by wing deflections or by .
the adjustment of the torsional and bending figidity. Aero- _ _.
eIastic systems have the advukage of being inherent in the -.
construction of the airplane and ,the disadvantage that ~$ey
form an additional source of elastic phenomena such as
flutter or dynamic response due to a series of gusts. ~em- .. .._
mechanical systems cover combinations of servomechanisms,
detectors, and aerodynamic controls. Some detector sys-
tems considered are the use of an accelerometer or strain
gage to measure accelerations or load and the use of a feeler
vane or similar system to detect. gust-velocity or ~g]e-of-
attack changes. The ser-ro systems are assumed to operate
the con~entional controls of Ehe airplane or to operate wigg .
flaps or spoflers. The difficulties are those of possible
fai.hres of complicated mechanisms, the question of oscilla-
tion of the system, the response of repeated g@s, and,
finaIIy, the need as airplane speed increases of obtaining a
ser-ro system that has a high fq~enw respo~e (imwse~
frequencies up to 10 cps). The advantages are fkibility
ancl ut iIizat ion of many of the avaiIable mechanisms.

LANGLEY i!LERONAUTICALLABORATORY,

NTATIONAL AVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ~EROYiUTICS,

LANGLEY l?IELD,JTA.,August 5, 19@.
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TABLE I.—CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPLANES USED I&’ GUST RESEARCH —.

K$ht,
Afrpfane Type

(ib)

XC-35 Monoplaue lg ~
XBM-I Biplsne
$ro_nl c-2 Monoplrrne 7S2

MonopIane 56,1XQ
F-61C Monoplane 39,m

Whr~are~

(sq ft) (lb~~%)

45s.30 ~:
413.00
14A00

%7W.00 1::
662.40 44.50

dCr. Mean wing Spbp Mass

z
Cim@ parameter

ker radian)
(sea IerN),

(:) (ft)
& I

TABLE 11.—SCOPE OF GUST-STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIOIN

Airplane Weather FMmh&~~ in
Altitude)rouge

XBM-I
curnrntu~s-clolummv

10(estimated) o to ls,oou

Aeronca C-2 Clmr air------------- 6 (cWrnoted)
I oto3@6

KE===!+k=-
1

F-61C
Agb~rss thunder- 2U

I

6,003to 25,01YI

● Meaenred from spanvrfeegust distribution.

TABLE

L ~
Items investigated

Lomlity Purpose Arrsiifary meossements

-i

LTH LT.
(3

AY}.$ Force Specialcloud night fn~
,. wstfiat ion. AiiIane obeervatfon------ Xx x

Lem$V.i Force h~ltitude inwstfga- Temma~e&t.Weand wfud x ~
,.

Lm&yVi& Force Thunderstorm and me- Radio OkY’VatfOIl, rlfr-
tkonmlogy fnrestiga.

,.
pIane observation, and x x x x
weather maps.

Tmnscontinenbd..-. Routine Eight-.. -------- ~*~ecs&nhr =d ‘fng x x x

Thuuderatorm ond me-
Radio observation, radar,

Orlando, l%.- ------ teorofogy in~estiga-
temperature, altitude I

tin.
varfatiog, rmd weather x
maps. . ‘lx x

111.—FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF EFFECTIVE GUST VELOCITY FOR DIFFERENT RANGES OF ALTITUDES
[Data obtained during 1941and 1942;total reard time, 7.1hr]

1> t [

Remh~~time (permnt total

Miles per gust I=WW

I

+1
25,W0 “30JJI

30%0 35,tm

—~449
m
75 51
34 17
15 7

4
! I
o 0
0 0

856 456
.—

M o 8. S

0.210 0.237

T.%BLE IV.—COMPARISON OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SINGLE GUSTS AND SETS OF TWO AND THREE REPEATED
GUSTS OCCURRING WITH EQUAL FREQUENCY

Single gust

EEective”
mi:; rely

(tin)

E
36
35

[From reference11]

Set of trvorepeated g3rsfs I Setofthreerepvatedgusts I

17 5 t029 5t06i 1.5~
21 3

I

7 t031.5 26
9 to 33

st043
12t054 8 t033.5 ~ 8t041

25 15 to 35 23 15to 32 E: 9.5t03&o 12to 32
39.5 21.5to 37.5 22 15t030 ~ 27.5 10.5to 38.5 20 15t025

..—-.

. . .

,... :

.-

.... .-
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TABLE V.—FREQUENCY OF OCCURENCE OF GIVEN-VALUES”OF ANG-tilJARACCELERATION IN ROLL WITH &WOCIAT%D
VALUES OF NORMAL ACCELERATION INCREMENT

1.9 to 20 1 .1
— — — — —. — — — — — — — . — . — —— .

1.8to M
— -- — — —-.

—— — — — — - — .— — .— — — . — -— — — . . . . .
1.7to 1.s

— —

— — — . —. . — . — . — — - . — — — ———. — . — — — —
1.6to 1.7 1 1 1 a

— . — . — . . — — — —— . — — — — —
1.5to 1.6

— —
1 1 7

—— — . — . — — — —
1.4to 1.5

— — — . — — — —

— — — — - - - -— — — — — _ . .
1.3b 1.4

— — — —. — — — —

— — — — — — — — — — — — . —
1.2to 1.3

-— .— — — -— —— —
1 7

— — — — - . — . — — — — . . — — —
1.1to 1.2 2 1

— —
1 4

— — . — — — — —. — - — — - — — . . —
1.0M 1.1 3

— — — —
3 2 1 1 10

— - — — . >. — — — — — — —
0.9tu 1.0

., — — . — — -— — . -—
3 4 1 -3 1 1

— — — - . — . — — . —
12

- —
0.8to 0.9

- — — —. - — — —
1 5 3 “6 3 1 1 1 T

— — — — — . —— —— — — _- — — — -—
0.7to 0.3

— .
a 4 7 3 I 2 -9 2 — 1 2JJ

— — - — - — — — — — — - — — —
o.fJto 0.7 1

— — . — — .—
LI 8 Lo 2 1 z 1 m

— — — — — — — — — — . —
0.5to 0.6

.— — — — — —
1 2 15 7 30 17 1 2 1

-— —
.2 2 1 1

— — — — - — — —-— . — .
0.4to 0.5 1 1 8 21 45 24 1- 3 ‘.i b 1 1 4 1 1 1IS

+ — — — — — — — —— — - — — —
0.3to 0.4 — r 1 1 3 11

— -- . -- — -- —
32 ‘-- m 2 6 13

—
247

— — —
0.2to 0.3 — 1

s ~ ~ ~ — — — — — . — — — -— — — — .
107 129 s 12 6 11 30 11 4 2 — Ss3

— ~ — — — — - — — — — — - — — — —
0.1to 0.2 1 4 4 XJ 3a 136 153 5 13 20 y. 27 12 1 13 T — — :

— - — — — — — — . A
o to 0.1 —

— —
2 1 9 27 loi 147 12 16 23 40 42 15 11 6 7 1 1 — 4s

— — . — . -. . — .
0to -0.1 — - 2 6 13 23 80 178 17 19 35 $9 79 9 7 1

. — — —
1 619

— — — — — — — — — — — —
-0.1 to -0.2 1 3 3 10 9 62 39 15 15 si f& 7s 17 10 13 2 4 1 — — -=

— . — — — — — — — . — — — . —
–0.2 to -0.3

— .— -
1 10 9 54 58 5 20 161 116 ]m 20 15 13 3 1 1 617

— — — — — — — —
-0.3 to -0.4

— — — — — — . —. —
1 1 1 4 s 29 42. 5 22 14s 264. 123 23 17 8 5 1 712

— — -- . — — — — — —.
–0.4 to -0.5 -

— — — . —
8 m“ ZI 31 1 11 111 116 124 x 10 7 1 1 477

— — — — — — — — — — — —
–0.5 to -0.6

— . — — —. —.
1 1 7 9 .15 2 10 35 & T 26 7 10 2

— — . — - — — —
203

— — — — —. — — —
–0.6 tO-0.7

—. — -- . --
1 a 1 5 3 24 .@: 50 20 3 5 2 — 1 175

— . — — — — — — — — — — —. .
-0.7 to-0.8 -7 “’ 3 .1 3 M h 36 24 .s 6 3 122

— —
-0.s to -0.9

— — — — — —
r 3 !2 11 19 31 Q 8 1 “ 1 so

— — — . — — — — - . — —
-0.9 to -1.0

— — . . — — —- — —
1 3 2 1 6 14 11 6 2 1) 3

— .- — — — — - — — — - —
.53

—
-Loto -1.1

— — —. .
2

— — — —
1 3 13 2 0 1 1 - 1 33

— — — . — — — — — . — - — — . — — .- — — —
-1.1 to -1.2 1 .2 % 1 3 2 1 !2 L!i

— — — — — . — .
—-1.2 to -1.3 —

— — — —
2 .1 1 3 1_ _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ — — — . — — -—

–1.2 to -1.4
— — —

1 3 5 1 10
— — — - — - — — —

-1.4 to –1.5
— — — — — — —.

2 2 2 1 7,
— — — — —— — — — — — — — — ——

-1.5 to –1.6 I 1 I a A— — — — . — . . — — — -
-1.6 to -1.7

.— — -- —-
..: 4 4

— — — — - — — — — — — . -- --
-1.7 to-1.8

. —
1 1

— —- . — — - — — — — =
-1.s to -1.9

—
1 1

— — — — — — — - — — — -— — — — -— 1
-1.9 to –2.0

. .
. . 7

— — — -
-. 1

— — - - - — — —
–2.0 to -2.1

— — — —. .—

— — — — — . - — — — ~ — I
-2.1 to -2.2

-. —

— — — — — — = — — .— t
–2.2 to -2.3

-.
1 — 1

— — — — - — — - —. — — — -- — _- -- .
Total 1 1 6 1s 25 140 225 792 952 74 160 749 1,042 914 —245 123 106 30 : 5 6 1 1 & 051

L
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TABLE V1.-EFFECT OF FUSELAGE INTERFERENCE ON
GUST ACCELERATION

TABIIE 1.X.-EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED ACCEL-
ERATION lNCREMENTS FOR A STRAIGHT AND A SWEPT
WING

[From reference30]

h-l
Groxaarea

Exfrerf-

;W% mentef
(percent . An, g units

wmg ares) ~gf%% An, o units ~r~m
14) (reference) 19)

Experimental maxi- C%dcnlatedmsxirnum
rnnmaceeleretfonfn- accelerntion incre-
aernent, An med. An

[Onnfts) @ Onits)
t I

II
Experi-

A3#o A6=o mwe:tatiCosinelaw -

tunnel

w p)

1.57 L37
.74 .s2
.71 .59

L 65 1.44 L40
1: I .82 .6S .s0
22.0 .s0 .67 .s0 , t

Equivalent atrafght-whrgmodel

1 r 1. Fffite-Xpect-retio frmctions used.
Undnfte-aspeet-ratiofunctionsmed. 211

:
I

203

1.

L 96

I

L96
L 73 L 67 1.65 LS5

45°eweptback-wing modeI

L 48 L 34
; I 1.35 L 12 I

1.13 L03 L05 .%

TABLE VII.-CHARACTERISTICS OF AIRPLANE MODEL

[fdxrninaMOwwing]
Weightr lb---------------------------------------------- lMM
~'hgarea, sqft ----------------------------------------- 5.44
lYingloatig, lblsqft ------------------------------------ 2.18
Span, ft------------------------------------------------- .7
lIeanaerodynatic chord, ft------------------------------- 02329
As~ctratio --------------------------------------------- 9
Taper ratio --------------------------------------------- 0.382
Ceuterof gravity, percent 31. A. C------------------------- 30.5
lVing*ction ---------------------------------- 653–41S, a=l.O
Ltit-curve slope, per radian:

Smoothwbg(steadyf lowr)---------------------------- 5-01
Roughened wfig (steady flow-)------------------------- 4.lS
Theoretical ------------------------------------------ 5.41

TABLE X.—CHARACTERISTICS OF BOELNG B-347.AIR-
PLANE AND MODELS

Item Full-male *e &-acrJe

Weight, lb--- .-..-... ---. _--–L----—-
w~aa,wn ------------------------
lWrrgl@fng,lb/aq ft-----------------
Spsn, fc----- ----.-–_.——— ______
Merm wing drad, ft ... -----------------
Center of grevit y, percent M. A. C.. ---
FMnroI wfng period, sec----------------
M.omentoffnertie, ahrg-ft~...--.--------
SlopeoflW.crrrve, perrodfam .. . . . . . . . .
CWstreIoc@,:ps.. . ..._---_ . . . . -------
Forwsrd veloc!ty,mph ... . ..-. ..-.. ----

13,650
336

1s.32
74

a%
-------
i9sLy

3992

9.79
5.w

~~

tis
o.m25
3.94
4.47

IL 32
57.5

L 2r
1.433
0.s35

M
=5
0.0125
a w
4.47

&

TABLEXI.—CHARACTERISTICS OFGUST-TIWNEL MODELS

Item I Conventionrd I Cenard I TeilIex ‘

F~ed qtrrmtities

Whg eree (net), w ft---- 1.3i3 I. K12
Mean wing chord, fc. .. . . L150 0.422 ;.=%3
SIope of ffft curre, per

Wren ------------------ 4.30 4.5 3.73
TABLE VHI.-CO3IPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL .4ND

CALCULATED ACCELERATION INCREMENT’S

Experiment Celculetion

Average maxhnurn a~ L6%E0.029 &ceIeratiOn incypren:: I.w+~.~Q
eeferation increment, “smooth condltlon,
‘%mooth-condition” based on seetion data
tlffhts. of reference2%

Awmge maximum ac- 1.S79+0.029 AcceIeratirm fnc~e.manj, 1.4i9*OJEf
ederationhra~rnent, “rough condltlon,
‘Zrongh-condlt Ion” hsed on seetiomdataof
tlfsh!s. reference2S.

Difference between 0.6%E0.029 DitTerenee between ae- 0.3s9+0.689
awregemaxfmum ac- celeration increments
eelemtion iwerements for the two mn~ltione
for the two renditions
~~:u~;,~th” minus

$~~:{th” minus

Acceleration frrcrement L2%tg
for both renditions,
b&a&g;n&oreticaf lift-

----
35.0
1.s25
0.3sf

----
0.42s

22

20.0
-.--._-.—
--- . ------— ---

0.001.s05
------ —------

1.2i L20

25.0
1.37
0.2S3

-4L o
L 11
0.257

0.0103
0.332

Lfrml
0.242

fib:-._-..-.--_-_:---:------
Mabf!.iserchord,f f------- 0.31S

Derived quantities
r

Mass parameter--------- lo.25t030.75 U.& 2&9
h’eutrel point, percent

M. A. C--------------- 35.0 to S& o –B. o
Static mergfn, dC+fCL –fL503bJo. fn2 -o. Is –o. Ciio”-o. 0s
Tail volume, cu ft------ lLlmtoas65 0.!22S -._---.--–--.-
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TABLE .X11.—MAXIMUM TOTAL- ACCELERATION INCREMENTS ON CONVENTIONAL, AIRPLANE
,.

[All incrementsgivenin o units]
(a)Cent4r0[gravity, 15percantM.A.C.

{

0.l!w 1.86 -u 21
0.91

-0.05 0 1.60 0.23 -0.03 -0.07 0
.262 . . ..-. ------ .=:67

-rLol I -0.01 a II L 71
-.--— -.---- ----.- ------ ------

.384 L 38 >24
----- -. . ..- . . . . . . -----

0 1.57 .40 -.05 –. 14
1.72

0 —.M -. 02 .17 L 74

{

.199 . . ---- Lz_i- -...-. . . . . . . -.---- ------
1.87 .282 -.... - --=-- -.--.- ------- --------

.-. . . . . ------ ------ . . ----- ------ . . . . . . L ~
------ -,---- —.- ---.-- ------ ------ _ _.

.3@4
1.70

------ -— -- ------ ----.-.- ----- -—. — --- -. ___ ------ . . . .. . -_-.- ..-.. - 1.72. ..

{

.159 L.9.2
1.823 .283 ------ -::? -::: ..;._

L58 .19 :-.04 –. M o —.02 -.02 .00 1.64

.304 1.92
. . . ..- --..-- &___ ---— ------ . . . . . . .. ---- ------

–. 28 –. 05 1.52 .32 ,--07 -.11
L 66

0 -.01 -.03 .10 1.64

11=8

1{
0:g

0.91
.364

{

,199
L 37 ..2W

,364

.199
1.826 .283

.364

1.90
. . . . . .

I. 90

.. ----
------
------

-&45
----
.+45

-0.08
---
-.15

0.02
-------

.02

-L102
—.-
-.07

-0.02
.-. ..-
-.04

0.04
. -----

.04

L 21
L 20
1.18

-0.27
. .. i.-
—..30
#

--.--
----.-
------

–. 15
. . . ..-
–. 17

-0.01
------
-.01

L 17
------

1.14

a 21
------

.38

-0.06
... ...
–. 10

... ...
.-----
.—---

..:--.”L-
.-..--

.-- ...

...-—
--..--

.. -----
--i---

------
------
------

-. 02

.... .. .... ..
---.-- ......

------
.(U

-—---
.02

---—- ......
-. 02

-. .-. .
-. 06

1..90
------

L 91

-. 48
. -----
–. 49

-.01 L 28 .2.6
-.--.- ------ ------
–. 01 L 24 .30

.–. 06 —.02
--....
–. 04

0
... . . .

.01
-----
.-.11
:.

------
—.LI

11=16
— t

-0-02 0.G3
. . . . . . .62
-%07 .b2

----- .W
----
—--- :Z

-.02 .84
. . . . . .
-.04 :%

O.*, II O:g . L93 -+47
-- . . . . ------

364 L 93 -.39

I
0.22 ;(L 06:

--”___ ------
.39 –. 0$

-0.08

I

0.02
----- -. . ..-
-.15 .03

-0.75
------
–. 90

-0.01
.. ----
—.ol

0.70
------

.62

-0.09

-. al11 .

{

.1
1.37 .2

.3

{

.1
1.825 .5

.204 I L%? I -.IN

----- ------M ---.-m-------
364 ------- ------

199 LB –, 58
288 ---—- ---.--

.----- -. ...-
------ ------
...... ------

----- ----
..- ..- --..--
-.. ..- -. ...-

-..--- ------
-...-- +-
------ :.,.-.

.19 –. 07
------ -----

.34 -.14

.-----
-.—..

-...-.
------
------

......
------
.-----

–. 48
—.. .-
–. 44

—.OJ
......
—. 01

.S6
------

.88

—.07 .02
...... ------
-. L2 .03

—.06 -. 02
. . . . . . . . . . . .
–. 10 -.04

(b) Center of gravity, 25peroent M.A.C.

?1=0

.
-u. 03 -0.07
—.
–. 2 :ti

: :
0 0

------ ---..-

a 13
.16
.18{

0.199
0.91 .283

.364

{

.199
1.37 .!232

.364

-0.22 -0.01
-.02

:: –, 03

. . . . . . -.----

.---— . ..—.
----- ------

—..29 .01
---- ------
–. 30 .02

“1.$6
L 87
1.88

----.-
.—
.—---

L02
-------
L 02

-

0
0 p.
o .

------ ------

CL23
.32
.40

0
-.01
-. 02

1,76
L 78
L 7s

1.74
1.70
1.72

—---- -.--—
. ... . ------
—-- ------

-----
------ ------
------ .. ----

------
----.-

------
--.....-...-

-:04 -.06
--- ------
–. 07 –. U{

.199
L 325 .X4

.364

0 1.64
----- :------

0 1.64

.19
---—-

..32

0 0 0
. .. . . .

0

.00
..—.

.14

L 72
L 76
L n

. -----
0

..... .
0

H=3

-CL01 -0.01 moo 1.34
---.- . . . ..- . ..-= 1.33
—.02 -. 02 .02 L 32

..--. . ----- ----- p:
-. 02 -. 02 .05

----- . . . . . . .=---- 1:34

0 -.01 .02 1.39
----- -=---- . .. . . . L 37
-.01 -.02 .0+7 L 37

{

0.190 Loo -0.11
0.91 .238 .L.6G- -G_-:

.364 —.xl
. ---

{

.199 _._. ------
L37 . *S L 90 –. 51

.364 .:---- ---b

I .199 ‘1.20 -. i
1.825

1 :%
-. -.. . -----
L 91 -.54

0 L28 0.21 =U: 07

“. I

-o.0!3- (102
------ ------ ------ —-- ----- ------

0 1.24 .3s -.12 -.16 .03

-0.11
------
–. 16

------
–, 10

--A-- I
------—.-c ------ --A -- ------ -----

0 L 29 .26 .-.08 -.10 .02
------ ------ ----- :---- ------ . . . . . .

-.02
. . . . . .
-.05

0 L 35 .16 -.07
. . . ..- ------ -._-- -----

0 1.32 .30 -,12

H= 16

0.92 0.22
------ ------

.82 .39

----- ------
--—-- -----
--..-- -------

.97 .19
—---- ------

.95 .34

-0. “m =0. 35
-—- ------
—.58 -. 52

r , 1

{
0:g

0.91
.364

{

.199
L 37 .283

.364

{

.199
L 826 .233

.364

““”i-m-----
L$t.

0
------

0

-0.03 -o. 0s 0.02 -a 04 -0.01
----- - ---.-- ------ . . . . . . . . . . . .
-.13 -.16 .04 -.12 -,03

0.09.

I

O:g
-----
0 .22

... ... .%

..-. -. .92

. . . . . . .3s

o .97
.. ...
-.01 %

------
------
------
1.92

------
1.62

--—. ----—
------ ------
-.--— ------

—--- ----- -----
----- ------ ------
----- .-- ... ---..-

-....- ......
...... ------
...... ......

----.-

-. (i8 –. 28
—-- .. --—.
-. 06- -.32

Y 0s I–.07 .Iy
---A- . ----- ------
-.15 –. 13 .03

0
-- . . . .

0

-.04 [ -.02
...... ------
-.07 –.02
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TABLE XII.—MAXIMULI TOTAL ACCELERATION INCREMENTS ON COI’WENTIOA’AL AIRPLANE-ConcIuded ——
[AU increments giren in 4 units]

(c) Center of gravity, 35percent M.&C.

H=O

0.03
.. ----

.03

------
-—---
-—---

.M
-—---

.08

L 67
--—--
L 66

0.23
------

.40

-0.03
------
-. 06

0
------
0

0.01
------

.01{

0.199 1.86
0.91 .!W -K___

.364

{

. 1s9 ------
1.37 .283 ------

.364 ------

{

.199 L 92
1.825 .283 -Eii-

.264

–0.!22
-----
—.25

0
----—
0

–0. 07
------
–. 14

0
------
0

0.M 1-s1
-.---- l.w

.21 1.87

-.--- L82
------ La!!
------ 1.s4

.12 1.82
------ L 84

.Ia 1.s6

------
---.--
------

-----
------
------

------
------
--_---

------
------
------
0

------
0

------
------
---—-
L 70

------
L=

------
------
------

.19
------

.32

_-.-.-
------
------

------
------
.-----

–.04
------
–.07

—.06
------
–. 11

0
------
0

.01 .02
------

.02

—.20
------
-.82

------
.02

,
H=8

L40
------
1.35

!

{

1
0.199

0.91
%

. m
L 37

:E

{

.199
L825 .2$3

.264

–o. Oi”
--—--
—.13

.---_-
_-—--
------

–.07
------
-.14

–o. 03
------
–. Is

0.09
------

.12

------
------
------

.07
------

.09

L90
------
1.90

–0.54
------
—.56

0.21
------
.38

0.02 0.01
_---- ------

.03 0

0
------
-.01

------
.---_-
------

.01
------
–. 01

L49
1.48
L47

.0.04
-- —--

.01

-_-.--
------

0
-.-—-
0

L50
L56
L50

..--_-
------
------

------
-.. -—

------
------
-.----

------
------
-_=---
L44

--_---
L43

------
--.-_-
------

------
------

lo
------
.36

------
—.06
--—--
-.11

------
.01

------
.02

—----
.02 1.51

L52
L 52

LOO
------
L 91

—.58
------
—.60

.12
------

.12

0
------
.020

H=16

1.93 –:::
1.93
1.93 —.75

------ ------
------ ------
--..-- ------

1.93 –s!
--.-_- ------
L93 –. 77

O.M
-.07
–. 18

------

0.01 0 0.07
–. 01 –. 01 .07
-. 0% –.01 .07

------ ------ ------

1.2f
L 14
L 07

0,, I 0:%

{ .364

{

.199
1.37 .X

.364

{

.199
L S25 .283

.364

0
0
0

------

L 14
L07
LOO

0:~ –o.11 –o. OJ
–. 14

.39 –. 17 z 15

L03
.Oi
.0+5

L 19
L 14
L08

----.-
______
------

.19
------

.34

------ ------
------ ------
..---- ----—
-. 10 —.07
--_--- ------
—. la –. 13

------
------
------
L 12

------
L 06

------
------
------

.02
------

.04

---.-- ------ ------
------ ------ ------
0 0 .04

------ -.--.- ------
–. 02 -.02 .03

------
.01

------
–. 10

L 16
L 13
1.09

0
------
0

TABLE XIII.—MAXIMUM TOT.AL Acceleration’ IA’CREMEN-TS OX TAILLESS AIRPLANE

—-
[Mf incrementsare given imf nnity data from referenee14]

—.
H=O 1

calc~ation {g ;% -.;g -- ------- ::%
-------- --------

Experiment m 254+6.06

H=8

Crdcnkation {g ;% _-a O:%–IL 26

Experiment 26

-------- 250
-------- !2s

260+0.09

E=17.5

Calculation {g 2.88 –L 00

I

o.m -------- 2.08
--_----- --------- -------- -------- ----------

Experiment m z 36+0.15

956646-51-53
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TABLE XIV.—MAXIWJ.M TOTAL ACCELERATION INCREMENTS ON CANARD AIRPLANE

[All incrementsare given in uunits; data from referenceMl

Method As ct
rrat o,.4 ArsoW Anmw Arq Anaw Anrw Arro,w At& Anfl Ang,* An~ Anra

H=o
.—

mMrist*orl {; -0.24 . . . . . . . . -------
ig -.23 .-_... - . . ------

1.61 0.85 –o. 63 ---.-- --------
1.72

fL~ L 91
.37 -.04 . ------ -------- S 03

Experiment 6.55 2.03

H=7. 8S

Calculation {: .–: : 0..
;E

-0.03 1.53 0.35 -0.10
-.02

0.04
1.57

0:~ 0.31 LS6
.36 -. Ofl .04 .32 L 6Q

Experiment 6.55 a 11

● H=17. 5

Cahxdation {; 1.5s -0.61 -o. 04? o.k 0::; -0.11 -0.01 a 02 0.23 x:g
L 65 .–.67, –. 42 .47 -.12 -. 6s .63 .16

Experiment 0.55 L 35

TABLE XV.—EFFECTIVE GUST VELOCITY AT HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL TAILS AS DETERMINED FROM LOAD
MEASUREMEhTTS IN FLIGHT

wing Vertfeal tail surfaoe

}~

Horfmntal W surfaes

Airplane
C.’.=.= 1

u#/U,w l-~
(fro) G UJ u,”

W

XB-15 8.0 L9 +0.3 1.89 0.32+6.4 0.6 (Estimate) .

O-2H 13.5 L 72 L 59 .64 .5 (EstImat@

u,
“‘due ‘f r=- *fl~An, on assumptionsof fnflnite effective wing Ioadhg of verticrd tail

and probable gust gradient at wing and tail of 10chords.

TABLE XVL-TEST MODEL CHXIMCTERISTICS
[Nonrigid a.irplane]

Weight,lb . . . . ..- . . . . ..- . . . . ..--...--. --._----_--. ----_--.-----_-_-_.-= . . . . ~~~
Wfng area, aq ft... ___________ -—-—- —--— —
Mean ometric chord, ft------------------------------------------------- O.3!)4

—— —--

FS an, ------------------------------------------------------------------- 3.0
Sfope of lift curve, per radian____________________________ 4.73
Forward vekeit y, f~ . . . . . . . . . . .-.---. -_----. -=_____ 61.0
Gust velocity, fps.. -... . . . . . . ..-.-. -.----.-_---____l~-J~.J ---------- .0.0
Pitching moment of inertff, slug-ft~___________ -._—-__.-.-O__.O. 00i82
Radius of gyration of wing, ft. —________________
Weight of wfng, lb_– __________

—--- a s23
-= o. ‘x.

TABLE XVII. —CHARACTERISTICS “OF AIRPLANES CHOSEN FOR “CALCULATIONS

.—

TABLE XVIII.-A1RPLANE CHARACTERISTICS

Gross
weight, Wing

Airplane area, S
;:) (Sq ft)

A 23,200 .

B 43,000 1,%
41,.000 1,340

: 50,000
E 90,000

:%

2? 62000 i 460

Mehexlvp
%imih‘p&jb I

I’1,
(pi$%?m) @ rmits) I (%6 A’

at)’ (mph]

11.5 4.33
l%. 2s

3.14 211 2s7
I&9

L 0(!6
4.42 2.06 ~ 276 L lm

11s.17 12.33 .L54
130

2.5s
17.46 4.45

L 123
2.80 i% L 075

14.67 4.67 i’%
‘R. 3

2.43 s24
13,6 4.70

1.mo
2.60 232 202 L 173
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TABLE X1X.-SCOPE OF D.4T.A

Records obtaiied Records anaiysed

Airplane &&& Route Sear

~ ‘%%’

Remorks
~&m&: Fifght hOms of mds

Prewnr (v-o) I

4 I TraneentinentaI
A

1927-1941 35 17,675 645 675to&ilo
Trmssntinental

A Is
19W-1941 52 U04S ;: 2i5 2C4C4::

l%anssntinental
B

1937-1941 13 $4%5 11 235
Cnribbean,northern part of Sontb America 1*1941 109

Opera~mgconditions and

Iv
29.0

CsrIMxmn, tronscmstfnental,trans-Paei6c
3t0263 flight load expetienee.

;
1926-1939 192

v
1$M 1: 9L 1

Trans-Pacffic 1S36-lMI
70 to 130

142 l& 001 100 123.1 120to 140

lVU”iime (V-G)
------

.4 ‘Ihnwontinental
n:

194>1944
W42-1944 m? I ~g:; I 6%

E
1% I

motosoo
Coribbean, northern part of Sanh -4meriea Operating conditions and

VI Transpacific
3tom3

1942-1945 50 4,373 20 36 2otQ90 i.lffbt Iood experience.

I
Postwar (airspeed-nltftude) 1

VII ‘TrnrwAtlantic
E

I

1946 120
Traneeontfnentai

F v%
19W9 197

I

Speedtendency.
Seattle-&@mmge-Fairba&s 57.6

.

TABLE XX.—ST~T1STIC~L PAR.AM.ETERS OF V-G D.&T.A

1.23 0.30 0.46 229.s
: 2 1.21

L 04
.34

1720 21.2
.74 215.7 ::

–o. 57 210
L43 153.9 ;;:

2.00 250

A .S9 .32 .25 206.6
210 2.20

g
.i9 1.49.5 –: z

m

B .63 .lP 1: h
206

. i~ R:: .44
L 50

149.6 g:
224

.73 .!43 .33
.07 210 1.20 235

E v .il .27 1.n
139.2

16;:45 l%
.40

i;
g

133.20 Ii 15 .22
m

*8 230

Wartime

A I ::: 0.xl 0.43 .%.s 12.7 0:g
.29

169.5
L 14 I

30.9

: FI
222.0

.77
10.06

.20
W4.8

L 36
21.m

170..% 9.52 .19 132.17 1430
. -:01!.]=’.

TABLE XXI.—AIRPLANE LIFE AND PROBABLE-SPEED
RATIO FOR SCHEDULED AIRLINE OPERATIONS

Airplane

‘oute - “’”i

Prewor

Postwar

E“ ----------
E

ILCJ7X1OSg ---------- ● 0.79
---------- ●.39

F VIII -..-------
__-—_----

.12 ●. 90_--.---._-

- 1“, denotesprobable speedof alight.

.


